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MEMORIES ARE FOREVER 
1992 
LION 
Langston, Oklahotna 73050 
--~------------
Historical Memories Have Deep Roots At 
Langston University 
Langston University is Oklahoma's only historical Black 
university. Founded March 12, 1897, ten years before statehood, 
it is now approaching a century of excellence and opportunity. 
As an 1890 land-grant institution, the University is fully 
resourced for teaching, research and community services, all 
tailored toward preparing students to live in both urban and 
rural America, as well as throughout the world. 
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The picture above, which is on the title page, depicts one of two markers placed at the east and west entrances of the 
campus . The markers were donated by Service Masters as a part of the contractual agreement between Service Masters 
and Langston University. According to Bruce Ewing-Chow, Environmental Service Manager with the company, the 
marker was designed by Ralph Pettersen, an architect with the Service Master Company The new markers have richly 
enhanced the university's entrances. 









The Bookstore has a " new 
look" that is Dy-na-mite!! 
Cain pus Scenes 





Student Governinent Association 
Madam President 
Keisha Kuykendall 
SGA officers take the oath of office for their positions . (From left to right) Keisha Kuykendall , president, Terry Buxton, 
vice president ; Angela Ware, activ1ties director; Andre Saulsberry, secretary; Amon Thomas, treasurer; Legand Burge, 
chief justice; and Cliff Fields, public relations , accept the charge of service. 
" 1 feel like I'm on a mission from God, and I'm here to deliver a message to the student body of 
Langston University " 
YOU CAN 
Ke1sha Kuykendall 
U 0 T E ME 
T H A T 
There will be political cultural and social 
changes on campus if Ke1sha Kuykendall has 
her way. The senior economics major from 
Washington , D.C. wants things to be different 
at Langston 
Miss Kuykendall, who collected 60% of the 
vote last spnng, was inducted as Student Gov-
ernment Association president August 29 and 
immediately started implementing her plan of 
action. 
Her motivation is the children of the future. 
Over the summer she had an opportunity to 
work with children whose ages range from six 
to 18. It was in a program that Sharon Pratt-
Dixon, Mayor of Washington, DC., imple-
mented to get children off the streets and col-
lege students more involved in the community. 
Miss Kuykendall said, "Children are our fu-
ture, and with so many negative forces, they 
really need good role models . People who have 
studied and thoroughly understand the corrupt 
world need to educate with gifts the Lord has 
given unto them ." 
Miss Kuykendall said students should ad-
dress problems with a holistic approach . Her 
slogan was ·· wake up everybody no more sleep-
ing in bed . Keisha Kuykendall wants to put a 
thought in your head!" 
"We must start to formulate new ideas to old 
problems ," she said. "Problems which exist to-
day have been in existence for hundreds of 
years . It is a continuous cycle." 
The statistics state that there are 240 million 
people in America according to the 1990 census . 
Of that 240 million, 12% are of African decent. 
Of that 12%, one percent go to college and gra-
duate. 
Miss Kuykendall said, "There has just got to 
be a change. As we can see the numbers are 
smalL but the responsibility is large We are the 
people to make the change. 
She said that the change can only come about 
by having more of the student body involved in 
every capacity. 
" 1 consider myself that connecting force from 
the student body to the administration," she 
said "Together we can make a change - a 
change that must occur if we are to save the 
future .'' 
She concluded, "Ready or not the future will 
come; prepared or not, these people will simply 
be stupid lawyers, doctors and teachers . Then 
the vicious cycle starts again . Where does it 
end? AT LU! " 
- By LaTasha Henderson 
Gazette Staff Writer 
.. , ....... • .. . 
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President Ernest L. Holloway congratulates high school honor students. Pictured 
also are (left to right) Dr. Opio Toure, president of the Oklahoma City LU Alumni 
Association, who presided; Willie Anderson, coordinator of admissions; and Mrs. 
Sarah Phillips, accompanist for the Concert Choir who provided music for the 
program. 
The First Honors Program for high 
school students in Oklahoma City was held 
at the St. John Baptist Church. Program 
participants included Langston University 
McCabe Honor Students and Miss Rayetta 
Caruthers, "Miss Langston University." 
The theme for this memorable occasion was 
"An 'A' Student at Langston University 
will be an 'A' Student Anywhere." A recep-
tion followed the program. 
High School Honor Students enJoying an evening to remember. 
McCabe Honor Students pose for picture 
during the reception following the pro-
gram. Left to right: Robin Lawrence, Star 
Spencer High School; Melanie Bratcher, 
"Miss Black Langston University' and 
Miss Black Oklahoma" 1990, Star Spencer 
High School; Tyrone Rider, Douglass High 
School; Mike Lyons, Bishop McGuines 
High School; and Tommie Heltchel, Guth-
rie High School. 
Percy E. Pollard . Sr 
Director, Cultural Human Services Program 
International Business Machines, Inc. 
Armonk . New York 
Honors Convocation 
Honors Convocation 1s held twice a year, 'Pring and fall, to honor students who have excelled 
academically. The speaker for the Spring Convocation, Percy E. Pollard, Sr. , admomshed the 
students to consider three "A's"- Adapt , Achieve and Advance. He said to always remember the 
four " Bs"- Build , Battle, Balance priorities, and Bounce back. He concluded his presentation with 
these words, ' Be a difference maker not in words but in action " 
Seven of the four-pointers pose for the camera: Michelle Love, Melani Renner, Tommie Hetchel. 
Carman Nash, Oscar James, Delois Hill, and Tamara Anderson. 
Arthur Cotman , captain of the 
Campus All-Star Challenge Team, 
presents Dr Joy Flasch a gift of 
appreciation 
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The Campus All-Star Chal-
lenge 1991 National Champion-
ship Tournament brought six-
teen teams from the nation s 
Historically Black Colleges and 
Universities to Los Angeles for 
the annual academic competi-
tion. 
Modeled after the award-win-
ning College Bowl, and spon-
sored exclusively by American 
Honda Motor Co., Inc., the 1991 
Campus All-Star Challenge fea-
tured sixty teams made up of 
four students and an alternate. 
Representing Langston Univer-
sity were Arthur Cotman, junior 
accounting major, Detroit, 
Mich., captain; Michael Harbert, 
senior business administration 
major, Dallas, Texas; Grace 
Lockridge, junior nursing maJOr, 
Tulsa; Casey Borger, junior psy-
chology major, Coyle, and Pres-
ton Solomon, freshman biology 
major pre-med major, Oklaho-
ma City, Dr. Alberta Mayberry, 
Director of Libraries, served as 
team coach. 
As National Championship 
Qualifier, Langston University 
was awarded $8,500 to upgrade 
campus facilities, institutional 
resources and improve campus 
quality of life. 
Speaking for the team, Har-
bert said, "The Competition was 
an excellent experience we will 
never forget. From the way we 
were treated (which was excel-
lent) to the new friends we made 
with other competitors, every as-
pect of this tournament has 
made an impression that will 
stay with us a lifetime." 
The group D)IMBE provided mus1c for the occasion 
The team at the Sectional Play-Offs in Houston . Pictured are Edward Grady, library research specialist and 
staunch supporter; Casey Borger, Grace Lockridge, Preston Solomon (alternate) Arthur Cotman, Michael 
Harbert and Dr. Alberta Mayberry 
President Ernest Holloway JOined Dr. Mayberry and the team in 
Los Angeles for the National Championship Week's activities. 
- ---~~----------- --
Regent Breckenridge accepts the " Distinguished Alumnus Award" from President Holloway 
Wayne "The Grey Fox" Chandler accepts (tn his own inimita-
ble style) the " 1890 Institutions Distinguished Alumni 
Award ." 
-- - --
Regent Vernon Breckenridge, speaker for the 94th 
Founders Day Observance, centered his remarks 
around this year's theme "A Tradition in Excellence 
from Langston to the World." He explained that the 
university must be global in its approach to solving 
social, political and other world problems. 
Breckenridge, who was a student at Langston from 
1949-53, recounted the history of the university from 
its historical ethnic background through its history of 
underfunding to its splendid record of achievement 
through its graduates. 
President Ho !away presented "Twenty-Year Serv1ce Awards to Dr. Fran-
cis W. Cooke Chemical Dependency Counselor; Dr. Sarah Thomas, Pro-
fessor and Cha~rperson Natural Sciences; and Dr. JoAnn R Clark. Assis-
tant to the \ice President of Student Affairs. 
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Langston's Annual Retirement Banquet honored four faculty and staff mem-
bers May 13 Distinguished careers at Langston concluded for Mrs. Elva Ed-
wards who has been with the University for 12 years as instructor in the 
department of Communication and English. Mrs. Mary Osborne was em-
ployed as an extension aid for the Langston University Extension Program in 
Garvin County. Mrs. Nancy Luce will step down after nine years as Director of 
Financial Aid Mrs Eva Gooch has served as Manager of the Varsity Shop 
Bookstore for the past 10 years. 
The tradition of the Retirement Banquet started under President William H. 
Hale's administration. He felt that it should be known by all that the services 
rendered are endeared to the memory and viability of the institution, for it is 
through dedication, ability and productivity that an institution survives. 
Dr. Louise Latimer, chairperson of the department of communication and English, 
presents gift and hug to retiring co-worker Elva. 
Mr. Rayvon Edwards 
proudly shares the occa-
sion with his wife 
The honor" of serving as Master of Ceremonies for the occasion 
fell upon the very able ~houlders of Willard Pitts, associate 
professor in the department of communication and English . 
Mrs. Edwards expresses her ap-
preciation to her many friends 
who came to express their love for 
her and to congratulate her for the 
"ervices 'he has rendered not only 
to the university but to her church 
and civic and social organizations 
of which she is a member. 
Mr. Bryan Kmney 's plaque of apprectation presented to Mrs. Nancy Luce must have said 
much more than the usual statement to evoke such laughter 
Mr. Bryan Kinney vice president for fiscal and admmistrattve af-
fatrs, also pre,ents Mr . Eva Goo h a plaque of appreciation for her 
years of service. 
Mrs M.uy 0 borne and her gue-t for the evening. her 1:-rother-m-law Walter 
Douglas. Mr- Osborne, who restdes in Pauls Valley, was an employee at Lang-
ston Univer'!ty for 18 years . 
Mrs Luce thanks well-wishers and her co-
workers for making her career at Langston 
years filled wtth good memories. 
Mrs. Gooch ts piCtured with her daugh-
ter , Sue Longan, who is also a Langston 
\Jniver'lty employee. 
Pnor to rresenting Mrs . 0.;\:>orne a gtft from Re-
sear<h and £,tenswn 1r> Rul:>v Kmg asststant 
admtmstrator of Coorerative E tension e'\rres.;e.; 
her arrre< iation to Mrs 0.;\:>orne for having had 






ment Program at Langston 
University is fashioned 
around the hospitality occu-
pations of the future. The 
hospitality industry of the fu-
ture will include travel and 
tourism, resorts, spas and re-
tirement communities, con-
ference meetings and conven-
tion planning, and industrial 
food service, just to name a 
few. The Management Train-
ing Center is an integral com-
ponent of the academic re-
sources used to prepare hos-
pitality managers for the 
twenty-first century. 
The purpose of the Man-
agement Training Center is 
twofold. First and foremost, it 
is a laboratory which is de-
signed to facilitate the appli-
cation of theory learned in the 
classroom to real-world situa-
tions and circumstances that 
can be found in the hospital-
ity industry. 
Secondly, the Management 
Training Center will serve as 
a center of hospitality for offi-
cial guests and as a site of spe-
cial events of the University. 
As the university receives its 
official guests at the Manage-
ment Training Center, stu-
dents will gain "confidence 
by doing" while providing 
the university with a valuable 
service This Management 
Training Center will ensure 
that those who endeavor to 
learn the craft of hospitality 
management at Langston 
University will be equipped 
to succeed in a very dynamic 
industry. 
"The Caucus Room" (pictured above) is dedicated to our Oklahoma African American lawmakers, past and present, who 
have resolutely contributed to the life, vitality and indeed the survival of Langston University. 
For more than two decades, 
Dr. G. Lamar Harrison stood 
at the helm of Langston Uni-
versity as its president and 
most worthy Champion. For 
his untiring efforts in provid-
ing improved library services 
for students, Dr. Harrison 
was honored by having the 
first library building at Lang-
ston University named the 
Generale Lamar Harrison Li-
brary. The efforts took almost 
a decade but were crucial to 
the successful application for 
the eventual accreditation of 
the University by the North 
Central Association. The cur-
rent improvements to the 
main library for Langston 
University are a continuation 
of the tradition to provide a 
quality knowledge-based lib-
eral arts education. 
After twenty years of dis-
tinguished service to Lang-
ston University and the State 
of Oklahoma, Dr. Harrison 
chose to retire at the age of 
sixty. He returned to Chicago 
with Dorothy, his wife since 
1932, in order to pursue a 
partnership in real estate. 
The G. Lamar Harrison Li-
brary has bridged the distance 
between the days of a territo-
rial pioneering effort and the 
Information Age. Through 
the years of growth and 
achievement, the Langston 
University libraries have 
benefited from the generosity 
of corporate donors, private 
foundations and individuals, 
alumni and friends. Funding 
for the current renovation 
project was supported in large 
measure by an $800,000 ap-
propriation from the State of 
Oklahoma Legislature. All 
such has proved to be invalu-
able. 
Mrs . G Lamar Harrison , other dignitaries and members of the Oklahoma Legislative Black Caucus assemble for the 
ribbon-cutting ceremony which officially rededicated the G . Lamar Harrison Library 
Mrs . G . Lamar Harrison 
expresses her appreciation and 
pleasure for the honor bestowed 
upon her late husband . 
Mrs. Harrison was the first guest 
to stay in the Management 
Traming Center This was very 
opportune since this facility was 
the former home of Langston's 
presidents and a place Mrs . 







The Honorable David Walters, Governor of the State of Oklahoma, 
dehvered the Spring Commencement address to an overflowing audience 
and 334 graduates assembled in the C. F Gayles Gymnasium. 
The audience was very responsive and generous in their applause espe-
cially when the Governor expressed his commitment to the enhancement 
and continued support for Langston University. 
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UheCia Jones receives Bachelor of Science degree in Health Care 
Admimstration. 
Terry Saulsberry, president of the Student Government Association , and La-
Donna Carter, vice president, presented a plaque to President Holloway " m 
appreciation of devoted and invaluable service rendered to the Association". 
Kemeral Taylor's appearance says it ALL! 
First Graduates Of The Master Of Education Degree Program 
Front Row: Linda L. Simpson, Urban Education. Marion Walker Urban Education; and Beretha Crawrord, English as a 
Second Language. Middle Row· Dr. Judith Flores, Associate Professor of English as a Second Language; Rosa Hedge, 
Engli'h as a Second Language, Dr Kwee-Eng Lim , Assistant Professor of Education and Behavioral Sciences . Back Row: 
Dr. Alex Lewis, Associate Professor of Education and Behavioral Sciences, Mrs . Viletta Partridge, Coordinator of 
Teacher Education , Timothy Siegler, Elementary Education, W Jean Groom, Bilingual Education, Doris Jean Jones, 
English as a Second Language; and Dr. Darnell Williams , Professor and Director, School of Education and Behavioral 
Sciences Graduate Program. 
President Holloway, Governor Walters and Regents Vernon Breckenridge, L. E. 
" Dean" Stringer, and Carolyn Savage are pictured before the Commencement 
on vocation 
Timothy Siegler ha, his hood adjusted by President Holloway and Dr. Jean 
Manning . Vice President for Academic Affairs, prior to presenting the president a 
copy of hi' Masters degree the'i' . 
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Summer Commencement 
State Regent Frederick W. McCann (right) addressed the 1991 
Summer Commencement class held in the I. W. Young Auditorium 
July 27. 
A native of Oklahoma City, Assistant Secretary McCann was 
appointed to the State Regents in March 1990. He is an active 
member of the Tabernacle Baptist Church, the Oklahoma City 
Chapter of NAACP and a member of the Oklahoma Bar Associ-
ation. 
Regent McCann has been named Man of the Year by the Oklaho-
ma City Set Club and twice chosen as Alpha Phi Alpha Man of the 
Year. 
He earned his bachelor's degree in music from the University of 
Kansas and his Doctor of Law Degree from Oklahoma City Univer-
sity. 
A reception immediately following the Commencement Convoca-
tion was held in the John Montgomery Multi-Purpose Building. 
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Honorary Degree: 
Masters Of Humane Letters 
Presented to Dr. John William Coleman 
July 27, 1991 
by 
Langston University 
Langston University is awarding the Master of Humane Letters degree 
to a man who has served among us as a scholar, a humanitarian and, above 
all, a religious leader for almost fifty years. He is the recipient of the 
second honorary degree to be awarded by Langston University. 
The man we honor today, Dr. John William Coleman, has touched the 
lives of hundreds of men and women, young and old , not only to educate 
them in various disciplines but to help to shape and mold both their 
present and future lives . He has sowed many seeds into the young, fertile 
minds of students who have gone on to make their own contributions as 
productive citizens, passing on what they have received from Dean" 
Coleman to others. 
In the area of scholarship, Dr. Coleman distinguished himself early in 
life a valedictorian of his graduating class at Ennis High School, Ennis, 
Texas . In 1945 he again achieved honors by graduating Summa Magna 
Cum Laude from Bishop College with a Bachelor of Arts degree. He also 
received the Bachelor of Theology degree from the Oklahoma School of 
Religion , Langston. Dr. Coleman earned the Master of Arts degree (1952) 
and the Doctor of Education degree (1955) from Oklahoma State Universi-
ty. He was also awarded two honorary degrees the Doctor of Divinity 
degree (1976) from the Oklahoma School of Religion, Tulsa, and the 
Doctor Divinity degree (1978) from his beloved Bishop College, Dallas, 
Texas 
Dr Coleman has made a tremendous contribution to the field of educa-
tion teaching and serving as assistant principal of the public schools of 
Ennis , Texas; Dean of Instruction, instructor, and Administrative Dean of 
the Oklahoma School of Religion, Langston; and Associate Professor, 
Professor, University Chaplain, and, on two separate occasions Chairman 
of the Department of Social Science at Langston University 
As Chaplain at Langston University for over thirty-two years, he fos-
tered a program of religion which was relevant and viable and which made 
religion an integral part of the lifestyle of the university. Under his 
leadership and influence Religious Emphasis Week at Langston Universi-
ty had spiritual and moral meaning and purpose and became one of the 
major events of the year. Langston University honored him officially with 
the lifetime title of "Chaplain Emeritus." 
In the area of denomination leadership, he served untiringly and with 
distinction as Moderator of the Saint Mark District Association for twen-
ty-five years, and his wise counsel, moral influence, and loyal support of 
every phase of the denomination's work was recognized throughout the 
State of Oklahoma and the nation. 
In June 1991 at the Oklahoma Baptist Congress of Christian Education, 
Dr Coleman expressed his heartfelt concern for Christian education by 
pledging a substantial amount of funds to be used to adopt and install a 
comprehensive program of development for the Oklahoma School of 
Religion in Tulsa and the Baptist Student Union in Langston. 
Another of his recent expressions of benevolence is a substantial contri-
bution to the Langston University Development Fund to assist in the 
establishment of the Annie Laurie Coleman Heritage House. This facility 
will be a replica of the Presbyterian Church which was the first building 
used for instructional purposes when the Colored Agricultural and Nor-
mal University now known as Langston University opened its doors on 
September 3, 1898. The Heritage House will include a sanctuary to be 
called The Chapel, which will be used for counseling and meditation. The 
dedication of the Annie Laurie Coleman Heritage House will be one of the 
highlights of Langston University's Centennial Celebration in 1997. 
In recognition of his outstanding contribution to the substance and 
spirit of each area of his work, for his dedication to the advancement of 
education and for his life of inspiration and service, Langston University 
proudly awards the Master of Humane Letters Honorary Degree to Dr. 
John Wilham Coleman. 
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THE SECOND ANNUAL SENIOR 
BANQUET, sponsored by the School 
of Business, was held May 10 at the 
Quail Creek County Club. The guest 
speaker for the event was Ms. Bette L. 
Smith, founder and president of the 
Completion Bond Inc., based in Los 
Angeles. 
Presently, the Completion Bond 
Company, Inc., is the largest Ameri-
can-owned company of its kind with 
offices in the United Kingdom, 
France, Italy and Australia. It has 
guaranteed nearly 600 motion pictures 
and television productions with an 
aggregate budget in excess of $1.8 bil-
lion. Recently acquired by Transa-
merica Financial Services Corpora-
tion, The Completion Bond Company 
now has access to that asset base of 
$31 billion. 
As chief executive officer of this co-
alescence of film production, high fi-
nance and insurance, Ms. Smith occu-
pies a unique position. She is the first 
Black, the first women and the first 
American to head a company of this 
type and magnitude. A successful in-
novator in this highly complex and 
competitive field, Ms. Smith is char-
acterized-by her decisive and dynamic 
leadership. 
The banquet was an occasion also to 
honor graduates who had excelled in 
scholarship and services. Students re-
ceiving academic awards include Ken-
dra Burris, LaDonna Colbert, Ton-
nette Chatman, Anthony Elekalachi, 
David Graham, Angela R. Kelso, 
Kathy Schmidt, Angela Thompson 
and Earl Woods. 
Special service award recipients 
were Michael Burrage, Vernadette 
Barnes, Kendra Burr is, Derrick 
Rhone-Dunn, La-Marr Fallie, Alton 
Russell Hughes, Clint Noble, and 
Karlon Ware. 
Dr Calvin Hall, Director of the School of Business, expresses his appreciation to Ms. Bette Sm1th for 
her very inspirational and challenging address. 
Kendra Burris is pictued with her parents who were pre-
sent to enjoy the occasion w1th her. 
President Ernest L. Holloway greets guests upon their arrival. 
The Senior Banquet Was An 
Evening To Remember 
Dr. Holloway greets alumnus Spencer Fau-
cett of Vallejo, California 
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She's Langston's First Lady 
"M iss Langston University 1991" 
Angela Roper walked away with a top-ten finish and $2.500 in the Miss 
Oklahoma Scholarship Pageant the week of June 3, 1991 in Tulsa. She was 
fourth runner-up for the title of "Miss Oklahoma" and, also, was the 
fourth Miss Lang ton to compete m the State Pageant. 
Miss Roper won both talent and newcomer talent awards during the 
WeJn<> day night's preliminary performance. Angela said that she was 
truly surprised when her name was called as the winner on the talent 
competitions. She added, "I was up against some very strong competition." 
The beautiful and talented Miss Roper is a junior majonng in biology 
and pre-medicine from Guthrie. She plans to attend Meharry Medical 
College upon graduation When asked why she chose medicine mstead of a 
career m mus•c. she responded by saying, "I believe I can be of more help 
to people if I become a doctor. I would still sing but I would like to be a 
role model for my younger sisters. I want them to know that through 
perseverance, hard work, and faith in God any goal is attainable." 
M•ss Roper is a member of the First National Baptist Church in 
Guthrie 
Miss Roper ~ang m French "The Jewel Song" from Gounod's "Faust" 
to wm both titles. 
Angela Roper will be a " Miss Langston" to remember. 
President Ernest L. Holloway and Dwight Johnson II crown "Miss Langston 
University 1992" 
Prince's of the Langston 
Elementary School, Ericka 
Hughes, carnes M1ss Langston's 
Scepter 
Prince of the Lang ton 
Elementary School. David Staley, 
was the Crown Bearer 
Memories Are Forever" when it comes to the 1991 Coronation witnessed by all those 
in attendance Ninety-four years of excellence and LU s royalty is still radiant as ever! 
The sweet musical sounds whispering in the background as queens and kings from 
organizations put fire down the paths of the auditorium to honor Miss Langston, Miss 
Black Langston, and M1ss Football 1991. 
Miss Langston's escort, Dwight Johnson II; Miss Langston, Angela Roper, Princess Ericka Hughes; and 
Miss Black Langston, Kycia Johnson . 
LU Coronations Are Everlasting 
Metnories 
Campus Christians King and Queen 
Ericka Hornbeak and Brian Prince 
Mr. and Miss Technology 
Jackie Jennings and Dale Lindsey 
Mr. and Miss NAACP 
Latricia Vaughn and Jimmie Bullock 
Mr. and Miss LU Scholars 
Jaime Cato and Eric Moore 

Miss Black University 
Miss Black Oklahoma 
Kycia Johnson, a broadcast journalism major from 
McAlester, Oklahoma, became the third M1ss Black 
Langston in a row to be crowned Miss Black Oklahoma 
and the seventh in a ten-year span. 
As Miss Black Oklahoma, she proved that she was more 
than worthy of the titles by finishing in the top 10 overall 
in the Miss Black America Pageant held in Indianapolis, 
Indiana. 
At the Miss Black America Pageant, once again she set 
the crowd on fire by winning the talent competition. She 
also finished in the top 10 in the swimsuit competition. 
Miss Black Langston found her experiences very 
challenging filled with fun and excitement. She had the 
opportunity to meet people from all over the United States. 
Miss Johnson who is an on-air personality for KALU 
90.7 FM would like to pursue a career in public relations. 
" Isn 't she lovely, isn't she wonderful'" 
Miss Tiara Hemphill smiles with delight as Melanie Bratcher, Miss 
Langston University 1990, and Robert Harris, director of the Pageant, 
crown Miss Black Langston . Also pictured is Quinisha Williams who was 
a runner-up. 
Miss Langston IS pictured with other contestants Alicia Morris, Sherri Gray, and 
Quinisha Williams. Tiara protects the trophy. 
Kycia does a dramatic interpretation as her talent phase of the competition. 
Leading the LU Homecoming Parade was a 1990 Langston graduate Derrick Ware better known as " Flap ." 
President Holloway adds a " touch of class' with his participation in the parade. Pictured in the car with him 





Spirit, pride, and joy 
filtered the air of the 
Langston University family 
during Homecoming 
festivities. Bright banners, 
decorated cars, exhibit 
booths, and reunions 
represented this year's 
theme well: "Memories Are 
Forever at Langston 
University." The half-time 
as well as the outcome of 
the game received a standing 
ovation on which memories 
are built to last forever. 
"Strike Up the Bandl" 
Float Winner/ LU Elementary School students won first place in the float competition . 
Marching Band Winner/ Booker T. Washington won first place in the Battle of the Bands . 

Miss Foot ball Queen 1991 
The Lions' Choice 
Miss CreCynthia Kim Weaver was the choice of the 
Lions Football Team as their "Miss Football Queen 1991." 
The competition was tough as the team had very stringent 
criteria for selecting the young lady who would wear the 
crown. 
Miss Weaver, the daughter of Mr. C. L. and I. L. 
Montgomery, is a native of Dallas, Texas, and a graduate of 
James Madison High School. 
She is captain of the Lady Lions Basketball Team, a 
member of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., and is a 
volunteer worker with Special Olympics. 
K1m ' is a senior finance major and when her studies 
and basketball practice permit she enjoys spending time 
with her family, dancing, and going out with friends. 
Football Queen Kim Weaver is flanked by the reigmng Miss Black 
Langston University Kycia Johnson. left, and Miss Langston University 
Angela Roper, nght 












A Homecoming Worth Remembering 
THE MIGHTY LIONS! 
WHAT A CRUNCH! Heading For The Home Stretch 
Runningback jimmy Barnett flies high for the Lions second -quarter touchdown. 
A homecoming that Tim Bushner will always 
keep m h1s memories. 
Lions Slay Dragons, 40-0 
The Football Game Will Have Memories Forever 
... &· ... ... .. ... .. "' ... .. .. ... ... ... .. .. .............. 
... .. .. ... ... .. .. ... .. . .. .. ... ... .. ... .. .. ... .... .. ... 
... "' .. .. ... ... .. ... 
... ... .. .. .. ... ... ... 
The sluggish Langston Lions offense finally got started, the natwnally 
ranked defense did its thing and Langston chalked up its first win of the 
season in grand fashion with a 40-0 whitewashing of the hapless Lane 
College Dragons. 
A second quarter, five minute scoring spree saw the Lions tack 24 points 
on the board before the Dragons could get beyond their own 30 yard line. 
The Lions ' first win of the season was marked with an aggressive offense 
which tried some things that 1t hadn' t attempted this year. 
Sophomore placekicker Willie Graham booted his first field goal of the 
season and for the first time this year, the offense took the lead by more 
than a touchdown . 
The homecoming crowd of 10,000 saw what they had come to see, a 
Langston blowout. Although they started out slowly, the Lions blew open 














Coordinator of the Class of 1966 Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Celebration Millard House presents a check to support the 
University's activities to President Holloway and challenges other classes to do likewise . 
Drum Major Twan jones and the Marching Pride Express "strut their stuff" for the Homecoming fans . 
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34 
Technology instructor Prather Thomas pomts out to electronics students Lamartine Duverger, center, and Christopher 


































































Broken Arrow OK 
Displaying their work at the 
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc., 
art show are Eric Hughes, Theresa 




























Picking out Langston University paraphernalia to keep after they graduate are 
Corey Frelds of Tulsa and Anthony R. Jones of Wichita, Kan . The task became more 
38 
difficult and enjoyable with the addition of Follett, Co. in the William H. Hale 
Student Union Building. 
Carla Deboe 
Nutrition & Dietetics 













































Head athletic trainer Andrew Heuser works on Anth-
ony Ingram so the Lion can get back in the game on 


































































Tulsa phy ical therapy maJor Elliot Barrens spends time tn the Melvin B. Tolson Black Heritage Center where he can read the 
0/..lahoma Eagle to keep up with what is happening tn hts hometown 
43 
44 
Alto saxophonist Greg Newhouse and band director 
Sidney Sessoms entertain students at "Sunday on the 
Sidewalk" in front of Sanford HalL The jazz concert 




















































Social Studies EducatiOn 
Wichita KS 
Tre., Scott 
P .. ychology 




Four seniors parttcipated in an internship program 
sponsored by the Oklahoma Department of Voca-
tional and Technical Education, Stillwater, to en-
hance the recruitment and hiring of minorities . 
Employed at the agency were, from left, standing, 
Michael Ware, Maurice Morrison , Monty Gray 
and Gary Royal , the agency 's special assistant for 






























































































Stacie Gib on 
Ardara Harris 
Katrina M . Harris 
Shirley Hatcher 












During a timeout , talented Shawnee junior Shana Nicole Pickeny, one of the Oklahoma City Cavalry basketball team 's Sundancers, "hammer" it up with 









































During annual Honors ConvocatiOn, Okmulgee junior 
corrections major Trinetta K. Smith accepts her trophy 
which signified that she had maintained a 4.0 grade point 













































On the occasion of the university 's Honors Convocation , music major john 
Borens accepts an award of recognition from Dr. jean Manning for hts 
achtevement at the National Association of Teachers of Singmg at the 41st 
Texoma Regional Conference held in Dallas, Texas. john placed third from a 

















































Walter Miller, Jr. 
tt. 






































Howard Whitener III 
Emilie Wigley 
"That which is bitter to endure may be sweet to remember." 




















Institutional Advancement Administrative Assistant jean Carey presents freshman McCabe Scholar 
Astrid Burrows, physical therapy major from Wagoner, with an appreciation gift for securing the largest 








Astrid D . Burrows 

































































Winner of the Jodeci promotion on KALU, Chence Ktrkland , 
Chicago, Ill. freshman computer science major, and Myomba 
Worley, freshman physical therapy maJor from DetrOit, Mich ., 
po<,e with members of the recording group when they appeared 


















Taking full advantage of the available 
space and study time are freshmen 
Shawn Simms, sitting at desk; Ted 
Swain, center; and Derek Dawkins, 
right. Stms and Swain are electronics/ 
technology majors and Dawkins is a ho· 
tel management major. 
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Dr. Hans Brisch, Chancellor 
Bob Allee 







james E. Barnes Ed Calhoon 
Frederick W. McCann Robert L. McCormick 
Donald Halverstadt, Chairman 
Glenn A. Cox 
Anne H Morgan 
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W. Douglas Wilson 
Executive Secretary 
Vernon D Breckenridge 
Robert D . Rolhns 






habel Keith Baker Bruce T. Benbrook 
Carolyn Savage Gary L. Sherrer 
Jimmie C. Thomas, Chairman 
Edward F Keller 
L. E. " Dean" Stringer 
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Alpha Phi Alpha Honors Pioneers 
Alpha 's assembly honorees include, 1-r, jimmy Stewart, Dr. Ada Lois Fisher, Clara Luper and E. Melvin Porter. Dr. Ernest L. Holloway stands in 
for Dr. W K. jackson. 
Cultural activities at Langston University 
celebrating Black History Month continue 
to provide students, faculty, staff, guests 
and friends a calendar of events that esca-
lates with each event. 
A tribute titled "The First Oklahoma 
Civil Rights Pioneers Award Program" was 
held in an assembly sponsored by the Lang-
ston Chapters of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraterni-
ty to honor those who have given so much 
of themselves on a local level. The honorees 
were Senator E. Melvin Porter; Jimmy 
Stewart; Clara Luper; Dr. Ada Lois Fisher; 
and Dr. W. K. Jackson (who was unable to 
attend due to illness). 
The speaker for the occasion was Attor-
ney John Green who is also a pioneer in his 
own right and is no stranger to the Civil 
Rights Movement. He attended Morehouse 
College with the late Dr. Martin Luther 
King and is still active in the "movement." 
As a pioneer, Green is the first African-
American to be U.S. District Attorney in 
Western Oklahoma. 
Green described the honorees as five of 
Oklahoma's finest and referred to them as 
"freedom fighters." He further designated 
Dr. Jackson, Senator Porter, Stewart, Mrs. 
Luper and Dr. Fisher as "Oklahoma's Furi-
ous Five." 
Green, who spoke on types of leaders, 
told the audience the leaders before them 
were the "get things accomplished" types. 
He expressed his personal tribute to the 
" Furious Five" for their unselfish approach 
to what each believed in. Dr. Jackson, who 
is pastor of St. John Baptist Church in 
Oklahoma City, was instrumental in the 
garbage strikes in Oklahoma City. 
Senator Porter is best known for "run-
ning" with Civil Rights while at Vanderbilt 
University in Nashville, Tenn., Green relat-
ed. He is currently active in civil rights and 
serves as the President of the Oklahoma 
Chapter of the N.A.A.C.P. 
"James Stewart wrote 'Jimmy Says' for 
the Black Dispatch, an African-American 
newspaper that operated in Oklahoma City 
for many years," Green said. "Stewart 1s 
also an astute business-man and a civic 
leader," he added. 
Clara Luper was affectionately called by 
Attorney Green as "Miss Freedom." He 
spoke of her as having a "quest for free-
dom." She is credited with starting the civil 
rights movement locally. 
Dr. Fisher decided to be not just a law 
student at the "special place" provided for 
her at the State Capitol, she wanted to at-
tend the campus at the University of Okla-
homa. She won admittance to O.U. Law 
School. She has a firm belief in education 
and self-worth, according to Green. 
Development of leaders begins with the 
family, Green related. "Have strong family 
ties, there is nothing stronger," he said. 
"Leaders are born, and some are made," he 
told participants. He spoke of two types of 
leaders. They are "if" leaders and "howev-
er" leaders. Green explained that "if" lead-
ers often encounter difficulty and say, "If I 
had this, I could do something." "How-
ever" leaders are known for making do. 
"We could use a larger area, "however", 
we're going to use what's available to us 
and try to achieve our goals were state-
ments usually heard by these leaders," he 
said. 
Green told the audience that he felt a 
"spirit of togetherness" and said that peace 
is not a dream, but a real possibility. He 
recommended that everyone obtain the 
courage of those honored here today and in 
the words of Dr. King, "You will be "Free at 
Last." 
President Ernest L. Holloway talks with children from the Langston University Early Childhood Development Center 
during the '' Week of the Child" program held in front of Kerr Plaza . Mayor Viola Jones had issued a proclamation 
declaring April 7-13 as the "Week of the Child. " The purpose of the Week was to make people aware of the importance of 
quality child care workers because they aren' t always paid the best salaries. Emma Brown, director of the child care 
laboratory, said the children need better care because the children are the ones who will lead us in the future . President 
Holloway told the children not to be afraid and to hold their heads up at all times and expressed how proud he was of them. 
Marcus Ware, president of the Food and Agncultural Sciences (FAS) Students Club, presents a plaque to Oklahoma Senator David L. Boren who 




Southwestern Bell Endowed 
Lectureships Bring Nationally 
Known Speakers To Langston University 
Dr. Holloway and) . B. Ellis, president of Oklahoma Division of Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, discuss the new 
Endowed Lectureship Program. 
The Southwestern Bell Telephone Com-
pany made it possible for Langston Univer-
sity to establish a lectureship program. The 
Lectureship, funded by a $62,500 grant un-
der the State Regents Matching Gift Pro-
gram, will bring nationally known minor-
ity business leaders to Oklahoma to lecture 
at Langston. 
The Development Fund will be matched 
through the State Regents Program, bring-
ing the total funding of the endowment to 
$125,000. 
Southwestern Bell Telephone Oklahoma 
Division President 1. B. Ellis said the lec-
ture program will significantly impact mi-
nority business development in Oklahoma. 
"Through the Endowed Lectureship, 
Langston University will attract leading 
economists who will inspire small business 
owners, state economists and minority ven-
dors." Ellis said, "The lecture series will 
enhance Langston's already strong busi-
ness education reputation." 
Holloway said the leaders brought in by 
the endowment will stimulate discussion of 
business opportunities and corporate ca-
reers for minorities, and will encourage 
greater development of private enterprise. 
"The future of all Oklahomans depends 
on understanding current economic devel-
opment issues," said Holloway. "This en-
dowment will bring qualified men and 
women to present their viewpoints on eco-
nomic issues, stimulating discussion and 
prompting action relevant to our state's 
economy. This program will be managed 
through the National Institute for the 
Study of Minority Enterprise and will be 
housed in the School of Business." 
Ellis said development of minority bu-
sinesses in Oklahoma has long been a pri-
ority for Southwestern Bell Telephone. In 
1990, the company spent more than $6.1 
million with minority vendors. 
The first lecture series will be held dur-
ing the 1992 fall semester. The lecturer will 
be Dr. Walter Williams, professor of eco-
nomics at George Mason University in 
Fairfax, Virginia. 
Lectures will be open to Langston Uni-
versity students, legislators, and the general 
public. 
STUDENTS RECEIVE JEl TZ GRANTS. Dr. Holloway and Lettie R. Hunter (far right) present checks to Lydia Behn (left) 
and Grace Lockridge (right) for having been selected among this year 's reCipients of the Jeltz Scholarship Awards. The 
scholar h1ps m the amount of $600 each were awarded to the students from the Wyatt F. and Mattie M . Jeltz Scholarship 
Fund of Oklahoma City. Senior nursing major Grace Lockridge and senior psychology major Lydia Behn were presented 
the scholarships by Lettie R. Hunter, member of the scholarship foundation trustees This marks the second time that each 
of the young ladies has been awarded scholarships. Miss Lockridge received an award last year, and Miss Behn was a 
recipient two years ago. The Jeltz scholarships were established by Wyatt F. Jeltz, long-time assistant principal at 
Oklahoma City's Douglass Senior High School, and his wife Mattie who spent many years working for the Oklahoma 
Employment Commission . 
GRADS BRING $2,000 CHECK FROM CONOCO. Wallace Keys left, a 1991 LU grad . presents a check for the School of 
Busmess to President Holloway while another LU graduate Nancy Piggee looks on . 
Professionalism and giving back because they care is not JUSt a philosophy, but a practice with students at Langston 
University. Two graduate of LU returned to donate a check from Conoco 0•1 and Gas of Ponca City. Keys associate 
analyst for the finance function department, and Nancy Piggee semor analytical chemist in the refining department, 
presented a $2.000 check to be deposited in the Development Fund account. Dr. Holloway expressed his sincere apprecia· 
llon for the donation and said the students in the business department would be able to put the donation to good use. 
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L U Adopted By FAA 
Standing: Dr Phil Carey, associate vice president for academic affairs and acting director of the division of applied sciences; Prather Thomas; 
Verna Allen, Dr. Robert Bartanowicz, Clarence Hedge, chairman department of technology; and seated: Dr. H . C. McClure and President 
Holloway. 
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) added a new di-
mension to their efforts to provide quality education at Lang-
ston University. An agreement between the university and the 
FAA resulted in Prather Thomas, a well-qualified technical engi-
neer, joining the Langston University "family" as instructor in 
the department of technology. . 
Thomas, who has been with FAA for more than 15 years, 
brought with him a wealth of knowledge having taught at the 
Mike Monroney Aeronautical Academy in Oklahoma City for 
the past six years. Classes taught included the Vortac System 
(VHF Omi Range), Exide UPS, Computer Hardware Fundamen-
tals, Basic Assembly Language (BAL) Programming for the IBM 
370 and portions of NAS and OPS for technicians. 
The FAA serves as an Advisory Board for Langston Universi-
ty technology students, provides assistance in the education 
process and serves as a guide to the requirement and mandates 
of the North Central Accreditation Association. 
Langston University and the Aeronautical Center have com-
bined their efforts to recruit minorities. Director of the Center 
Dr. H. C. "Mac" McClure said that they have trained more than 
100,000 in the areas of transportation, accounting, medical re-
search, and others. Dr. McClure said, "My facility is committed 
to having a workforce representative of all people inclusive of 
minorities by the year 2,000. Minorities and women are under-
represented in high tech areas." He went on to say that by the 
year 2,000 women would make up more than 50 percent of the 
workforce. 
He stated that Langston University is a good resource place 
and that the technology department here is teaching today what 
is needed to prepare its students compete in the market place 
tomorrow. 
Accompanying Dr. McClure to the campus were Verna Allen, 
special emphasis program manager, and Dr. Robert Bar-
tanowicz, superintendent of the FAA Academy. 
Office Of The President 
President Holloway beams with pleasure as he presents his Executive Assistant Angela Kelso her degree. 
Angela Kelso Evon Williams 
Executive Assistant to the President 
Marcia Moore 











Title III Coordinator 
DR JEAN BELL MANNING 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
ANNETTE STANLEY 









Asststant to the Vice Prestdent for Student Affairs 
DR. ELBERT JONES 
















MR. BRYAN M. KINNEY 
Vice President for Fiscal and Administrative Affairs 
FANNIE L. SMALLEY 
Administrative Assistant 
Adininistration Staff 
Dr. C. Gary Crooms 
Associate Vice President Tulsa Urban 
Center 
Dr Jo Ann Clark 
Assistant to Vice President for Stu-
dent Affairs 
Beverly H. Smith 
Director of Personnel 
Elijah Martin 
Coordinator Oklahoma City Urban 
Center 
Dewey Clapp 
Comptroller and VP for Fiscal Affairs 
Yvonne Maxwell 
Financial Aid Director 
Dr. Phillip Carey 
Associate Vice President for Aca-
demic Affairs 
Dr Alberta Mayberry 
Director of Libraries 
Alice Walls 
Business Manager 
Dr. Ocleris Simpson 
Dean for Research and Extension 
Harold Robinson 






Langston University's undergraduate academic program is 
organized into two divisions and three schools with respective 
departments. School of Nursing and Allied Health: Gerontol-
ogy, Health Care Administration, and Physical Therapy. Divi-
sion of Applied Sciences: Agricultural Economics, Animal Sci-
ence Urban Agriculture, Child Development, Home Econom-
ics, Nutrition and Dietetics, and Industrial Technology. Divi-
sion of Arts and Sciences: Biology, Chemistry, Communica-
tion, Corrections. Criminal Justice, English, History, Math-
ematics, Medical Technology, Pre-professional Science, Soci-
ology, and Urban Studies. School of Business: Accounting, 
Administrative Management, Business Administration, Com-
puter Science. Information Science, Economics Finance, and 
Management. School of Education and Behavioral Sciences: 
Bachelor of Arts in Liberal Education and Bachelor of Arts and 
Bachelor of Science degrees are offered in the departments 
listed above inclusive of Elementary Education, Psychology 
and Health, Physical Education and Recreation. 
Dr. Phillip Carey 
Acting Director Division of Applied Sciences 
Dr Carolyn Kornegay 
Director School of Nursing and Health Professions 
Dr Darnell Williams 
Director School of Education and Behavioral Sciences 
Dr. Clyde Montgomery 
Director Division of Arts and Sciences 
Dr Calvm Hall 



















Dr. George Acquah 
Assistant Professor Department of Agriculture 
Robert lou Brown 
Assistant Professor Health, Physical Education 
and Recreation 
Dr. Darlene Abram 
Associate Professor School of Education and 
Behavioral Sciences 
V. Jean Bell 
Adjunct Professor Tulsa Urban Center 
Suzanne Brown 
Assistant Professor Physical Therapy 
Dr. James B. Abram 
Professor Department of Natural Sciences 
Emmaline Brown 
Assistant Professor Home Economics 
Dr William Candley 
Assistant Professor School of Business 
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Dr Lester Clark 
Professor Education and Behavioral Sciences 
Shelly Crow 
Instructor School of Nursing 
Weldon Drew 
Instructor, HPER and Head Basketball Coach 
Dr John W Coleman 
Adjunct Professor Social Sciences and Human -
ities 
Dr Zola Drain 
Associate Professor Department of Natural Sci -
ences 
Dr. Veichal ). Evans 
Associate Professor Department of Communi-
cation and English 
Richard Dreesen 
Assistant Professor Mathematics 
Verlene B. Farmer 
Instructor Social Sciences and Humanities 
Dr. joy N . Flasch 
Professor, Communication and English and Di-
rector of Honors Program 
Edward Grady 
Instructor, Social Science and Humanities and 
Library Research Specialist 
Dr. Worth Hadley 
Associate Professor School of Business 
Dr. judith Flores 
Associate Professor School of Education 
Dr. Lawrence Grear 
Assistant Professor Social Science and Human-
ities 
Dr. Rosemary Harkins 
Coordinator of Allied Health and Health Ca-
reers Opportunity Program 
Wyvonne Gardner 
Adjunct Professor Tulsa Urban Center 
Clarence Hedge 
Chairman Department of Technology 
Dr Thomas Harned 





Instructor School of Business 
Dr. Vernon 1 ones 
Associate Professor Department of Agriculture 
Badrinath Kreshnagiri 
Assistant Professor School of Business 
Clotilde Hill 
Instructor School of Nursing 
Ronald Keys 
Assistant Professor and Acting Curator of M.B. 
Tolson Black Heritage Center 
Constance Kruse 
Adjunct Professor Tulsa Urban Center 
JoAnna Howard 
Acting Chairman Social Sciences and Human-
ities 
Dr. Louise Latimer 
Professor and Chairperson Communication 
and English 
lester V. LeSure 
Instructor and Radio/ TV Manager Communi-
cat ions and English 
Dr. Reuben D. Manning 
Professor Department of Natural Sciences 
Dr. Michael C. Murphy 
Associate Professor Tulsa Urban Center 
Dr. Alex lewis 
Associate Professor School of Education and 
Behavioral Sciences 
Dr. Yvonne Montgomery 
Associate Professor School of Education and 
Behavioral Sciences 
Villetta Partridge. Coordinator 
Teacher Education School of Education and Be-
havioral Sciences 
Dr. Kwee Eng lyn lim 
Assistant Professor School of Education and 
Behavioral Sciences 
Dr. Darlington Mundende 
Research Specialist Agriculture Economics 
v 10let Patterson 




Assistant Professor Social Sciences and Hu-
manities 
Larry "Monty" Prock 
Instructor Communications and English 
Dr. In Hai Ro 
Associate Professor School of Business 
Willard C. Pitts 
Associate Professor Communication and Eng-
lish 
Alexis Anderson-Rainbow 
Instructor, Social Sciences and Humamties and 
Director of University Choir 
Dr. Candy Roberts 
Adjunct Professor Tulsa Urban Center 
Dr Charles R. Posey 
Associate Professor English and Coordinator of 
Communication 
Robert Richert 
Associate Professor School of Business 
Dr. Sargeeth Sangiah 
Assistant Professor Nutrition and Dietetics 
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Dr Meshack Sagini 
Ass1stant Professor Education/Social Sciences 
and Humanities 
Timothy Seigler 
Adjunct Professor Social Sciences and Human-
ities 
James Showalter 
A~sistant Professor Social Sciences and Hu-
manities 
Dr. Hossein Sarjehpeyma 
Associate Professor School of Business 
Sidney C. Sessoms, Jr. 
Assistant Professor of Music and Director of 
Bands 
Bonme Skmner 
Instructor School of Nursing 
Percival Sealy 
Instructor/Coordinator of Corrections Social 
Sciences and Humanities 
Dr. Phillip Shapiro 
Associate Professor Social Sciences and Hu-
manities 
James A. Simpson 





Adjunct Professor Mathematics 
Olether Toliver 
Assistant Professor Communication and Eng-
lish 
james Wallace 
Assistant Professor School of Business 
Arthur M . Stevens 
Associate Professor Physical Science 
Dr Marie Tollerson 
Writing Lab Coordinator/ Languages Commu-
nication and English 
Dr. Raymond Wamsby 
Adjunct Professor Tulsa Urban Center 
Dr. Sarah Thomas 
Professor and Chairperson Department of Nat-
ural Sciences 
Dr. Ruth Tibbs 
Adjunct Professor Tulsa Urban Center 
Rozalyn Luster-Washington 
Associate Professor and Chairman Health, 
Physical Education and Recreation 
Dr. Evelyn Weeke~ 
Associate Professor School of Business 
Abram Young Jr. 
Instructor, HPER and Ladies Basketball Coach 
Ed White 
Adjunct Professor Tulsa Urban Center 
Dr. Ann Young 
Adjunct Professor Tulsa Urban Center 
Dr. Connie Wilson 
Associate Professor School of Business 
Dr. John Young 
Adjunct Professor Tulsa Urban Center 
Abram Young, activities director for the National 
Youth Sports Program at Langston University, was 
a guest on the Channel 5 Oklahoma Collage Pro-
gram along with two of the programs participants. 
Young has been involved with NYSP at Langston 
University for five years. Pictured left (seated) are 
twelve year old M1chael LeGrand and 14-year old 
Angela Young. Standing: KOCO s hosts of the 
Oklahoma Collage show Anthony Foster and B.]. 








Willie Anderson, Director 
Education Talent Search Student Affairs 
Shirley Butler 
Administrative Assistant Academic Affairs 
Robert Allen 
Director Small Business Development Center 
Kessler BigPond 
Associate Dean Institutional Advancement 
Solomon Butler 
Dormitory Manager Breaux Hall 
Gayle Anderson 








Assistant Institutional Ad· 
Alice Delano 
Administrative Assistant Cooperative Exten-
SIOn 
Loretta Franks 
Reading Lab Assistant Communication and 
English 
Michael Coleman 
Academic Counselor/ Recruiter Special Services 
Karen Finley, Coordinator 
Grants and Contracts Fiscal Affairs 
Juanita E. Goff 
Counselor/ Upward Bound Special Services 
Dr F.W. Cooke 
Chemical Dependency Counselor Student Af-
fairs 
Raymond Fortune 
Financial Aid Fiscal Affairs 
Mary Green 




Alumni Affairs Coordinator Institutional Ad-
vancement 
Tim Hightower 
Grants Coordinator Institutional Advancement 
Clara jackson 
Administrative Assistant Development Fund 
Mathilda Ardoni-Hall 
Secretary Small Busmess Development Center 
) 
Jimmy Hilliard Jr. 
Sports Information Officer Institutional Ad-
vancement 
Gladys R. Johnson 
Public Relations Coordinator Institutional Ad-
vancement 
Robert Harris 




Financial Aid Fiscal Affairs 
Elizabeth jones 
Administrative Assistant School of Education 
Patrice Landram 
Secretary Tulsa Urban Center 
Rena Rone Louie 
Library Assi tant Harrison Library 
james Keith 
Director, Copy Center Fiscal Affairs 
Willie Lawrence, Director 
Student Special Services Student Affairs 
Patricia Love 
System Analyst Business Office 
Ruby King 
Assistant Administrator Cooperative Extension 
Sheila Ann Logan 







Director Career and Placement 
Gregory McCarroll 
Counselor Special Services 
Penny Myrick 
Administrative Assistant School of Education 
Royce Mack 
Secretary Special Services 
Freida McMillan 
Secretary Tulsa Urban Center 
Glenda Nash, Coordinator 
Counseling and Tutoring Special Services 




Jo Yonna Oldenburg 
Purchasing Specialist Business Office 
Mukesh " Mike" Parikah 
Amencan Food Services 
Michelle Richmond 
Receptionist / Clerk President's Office 
Diana Sharp 
Secretary Tul~a Urban Center 
Beulah Jacobs Ponder 
Administrative Assistant Oklahoma City Ur-
ban Center 
Elaine Robinson 
Secretary School of Nursing 
Valerie Shubert 
Technical Servtces Coordinator Harrison Li-
brary 
Willie Reynolds 
Program Technician FmHA Special Projext 
Clara Scott Seward 
Reference Librarian Harrison Library 
Linda Simpson 





Secretary Tulsa Urban Center 
Flossie Thurston 




Secretary Health, Physical Education and Re-
creation 
Ramona Tiger 
Secretary Harrison Library 
Elaine Williams 
Secretary Tulsa Urban Center 
Samuel Stevenson 
Security Officer Student Affairs 
Thelma Wallace 
Project Director Department of Transportation 
joyce Bynum-Williams 
Public Information Coordinator Institutional 
Advancement 
Linda Williams 
Administrative Assistant School of Business 
Theresa Wofford 
Secretary Tulsa Urban Center 
Fannie Young 
Secretary Business Office 
Mae Dean Wyatt 
Director Upward Bound 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE STAFF: Thedda B. Davis, Adminis-
trative Secretary Earnestine Clinton Thomas, Transcript 
Clerk. Ditz Mcllvain , Records Manager; and Margie Allen-
Bonner, Acting Registrar 
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Vickie Sweet. special education major, 
shares a laugh with Dr. Lester Clark, 
professor in the School of Business 
Upward Bound per,onnel visit together concerning 
their annual Leadership Conference and summer 
program. Shown are Program Director Mae Dean 
Wyatt; Counselor juanita Goff; Administrative As-
sistant Royce Mack; Tutor/ Counselor, and former 
Upward Bound student Charlotte Brown; and Tris-
chell Batson , who is also a former Upward Bound 
student and now serves as counselor 
Verlene B. Farmer, part-time instruc-
tor in the department of social sciences 
and humanities, was honored for twenty 
years of service to the Langston commu-
nity as Director of the Baptist Student 
Union. 
Among the many honors Ms. Farmer 
received included a 20-year service 
awards from both the Office of Student 
Affairs and the Oklahoma Baptist State 
Convention; a trip to Oakland, Calif., to 
see a childhood friend and $1,000 in cash 
to help her enjoy her well-earned visit. 
Throughout her career, that has been 
filled with peaks and valleys, Ms Farmer 
has been a devout believer in prayer. "I 
think teaching students the power of 
prayer has been my most significant 
contributions over the years," she said. 
Her prayers and faith have been 
passed on to so many students who have 
been fortunate enough to have had Ms 
Farmer as a friend and mentor. 
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Dies After Tragic 
Horse Accident 
Randy Ponder, 22, and a 
recent Langston University 
graduate, died of massive 
head injuries Monday after 
being thrown from a horse. 
The accident occurred on the 
university's main campus just 
south of the administration 
building (Page Hall). Campus 
security officials report that 
while riding, Ponder was ap-
parently thrown from his 
startled horse." 
- Ebony Tribune 
Bishop's Son Is Victim 
When His Horse Bolts 
"Mr. Ponder, a 1987 honors 
graduate of Millwood High 
School, while a student at 
Langston, had risen to high 
prominence at the university, 
having been awarded a Presi-
dent's Scholarship and hav-
ing been frequently listed on 
the dean's List. Mr. Ponder 
graduated from Langston in 
May. 
"While a student. at Lang-
ston, Mr. Ponder (an agricul-
tural economics major) was 
rated as the highest ranking 
student in the School of Agri-
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In Memoriam 
Randy Loy Ponder 
February 4, 1969-Septem ber 30, 1991 
/ 
culture. He was a member of the 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity. 
"After graduating from Mill-
wood, Randy attended Tennessee 
State University, having received 
two scholarships (a golf as well as 
an Oprah Winfrey Scholarship). 
"At Tennessee State, Mr. Ponder, 
an avid golfer, was captain of the 
golf team. He had been named 
Most Valuable Player of the 
school's golf team before leaving 
Tennessee State. 
"He served in the U.S. Army and 
was commissioned a second lieu-
tenant, having been named cadet 
captain of his class at Officer Can-
didate School. 
"Randy was born in Oklahoma 
City to Bishop Alonzo Ponder Sr. 
and Beulah Jacobs Ponder. He is 
survived by his son, Randy Loy 
Ponder, 1 r.; a sister, Debra Ponder 
Moore; two brothers, Alonzo L. 
Ponder 1 r. and Larry Ponder; and 
his parents. - The Black Chronicle 
"Security Officer Gregory Buf-
ford said, 'Because of this inci-
dent the university is consider-
ing upgrading its medical ser-
vices on the campus. The uni-
versity may even upgrade the in-
firmary to have a doctor on duty 
24-hours a day. However, the 
services currently available are 
similar to those provided at most 
of the other state institutions 
similar in size and student popu-
lation."' 
-Ebony Tribune 
So let the trumpets play 
on his homegoing day. 
With a smile on our face know 
that Randy has finished his race 
and is RIDING with the Angels 
above, but has left us with Life, 
with Laughter and with Love. 
- Langston University 
Family 
October 4, 1991 
JJr ami!~ W:ribnte 
The legend of the rRindrop 
HRs R Jesson for NS RIJ 
As it tremblell in the heRvens 
Q;mtwning whether it should fRII 
For the glistenmg rasndrop argued 
To thegeme of the sky, • 
"I Rm beauttful and lovely 
As I sparkle here on htgh, 
And hanging here I will buome 
PRrt of the rRinbow's hue 
And I'll shimmer like a diamond 
For Rll the world to "Piew• . .. 
But the genie told the raindrop, 
"Do not hesitate to go, 
For you will be more beauttful 
If you fall to earth below, 
For you will ssnk snto the soil 
And be lost R while from sight, 
But when you ru,ppear on earth, 
You'/J be looked on with delight, 
For you will be the raindrbp 
11mt quenched the thirsty ground 
A,td helped the lovely flowers 
To blossom all around, 
And in your resurrection 
You'll appear in queenly clothes 
With the beauty of the lily 
And thefragnmce of the rose; 
Then, when you wilt and wither, 
You'll become part of the earth 
And make the soil more fertile 
And give new flowers birtP ... 
For there is nothing ever lost 
Or Eternally Nrgluted, 
For everytbing God ever made 
Is always resurrected; 
So trust God's all·wise wisdom 
And dos1bt the Father neJ>er, 
For in I! is heRJ>enly kingdom 
There is nothing lost forever. 
T. M. Crisp Honored With Roast/ Banquet 
Tobe Monroe "Tim" Cnsp was 
honored on April 11, 1991 with a 
Roast/ Banquet in appreciation for 
the positive influence he had on the 
lives of so many young people as a 
teacher, coach and friend . 
He was born in Ardmore, Okla-
homa, and attended Dunbar Ele-
mentary and Douglass High School. 
Before graduating in 1927, he played 
quarterback on the first football 
team, the DHS Dragons. 
Following graduation from high 
school , he enrolled at Langston Uni-
versity and continued his football 
career, serving as quarterback for 
the LU Lions for three years and 
halfback for one year. Crisp was a 
two-time All-American quarterback 
• 
while attendmg Langston. He was 
nicknamed " the player with the 
educated toe." He also drop-kicked 
all extra points during his years at 
Langston University. 
After graduating from Langston 
in 1931, he headed back to the Ard-
more area and became a teacher and 
basketball coach at Lincoln High 
School in Berwyn (now Gene Autry). 
After one year at Lincoln he moved 
to Ardmore Douglass as Assistant 
Football and Basketball Coach. 
He married his childhood sweet-
heart Lillian in 1932 and they have 
been together 58 years . In 1933 he 
became head coach in both sports . 
His team gained state fame as one of 
the best Black teams in Oklahoma. 
Doris and A.C. Hastings (Alumnus) of Houston, TX were guests for the 
occasion 
Coach Crisp is pictured with his wife Lillian, LU football Coach, Gregory 
John on, and President Holloway. 
They won several Black ChampiOn-
ships. In 1956 Crisp's team went to 
the semi-finals in Class B Division 
and in 1957 won the Class B Cham-
pionship. 
After the 1957 title, he headed to 
Langston University taking with 
him most of his team. One of the 
most notable players was Donald 
Lee Smith, the gifted quarterback. 
At Langston his Lions won two 
Oklahoma Collegiate Conference 
Crowns, shared a third and played 
in two bowl games, the Orange 
Blossom Classic in Miami, Florida 
and the All Sports Bowl in Oklaho-
ma City. Crisp coached 11 years at 
Langston University and compiled 
an overall record of 55-53-4. After he 
retired from coaching, Crisp taught 
in Langston's Extension Service be-
fore retiring in 1973. He was induct-
ed into the Oklahoma High School 
Coaches Hall of Fame in 1973. 
In retirement, Crisp is active in 
the following activities: golf domin-
oes and his fraternity, Alpha PhiAl-
pha . He attends the First Baptist 
Church and sings in the choir and 
also sings with the Ardmore Male 
Chorus. 
Included among the many 
plaques, accolades and gifts, the 
Crisps received two first-class tick-
ets for a Bahamian Cruise. 
Dr. Henry Ponder, president of Fisk University and a LU alum-
nus, was among the many fnends who paid tribute to the hon-
oree 
The honoree gets a "Lion and Dragon hug from Billy Hurte 
who was the coordinator of the Roast. Pictured also is 
Mentha Varner of Ardmore who was one of the many friends 
gathered for the occasion. 
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Mentha Mitchell Varner Receives National Award 
MENTHA MITCHELL 
VARNER was among seven 
people chosen to receive the Na-
tional Caucus and Center on 
Black Aged's Living Legacy 
Award. Varner was chosen from 
more than 300 nominees. Former 
Court Justice Thurgood Mar-
shall was also among the seven. 
Mrs. Varner, a life-long resi-
dent of Carter County, was born 
in Tatums, graduated from 
Douglass High School in Ard-
more in 1932 and received a 
bachelor's degree in elementary 
education and physical educa-
tion in 1936. 
She was employed in the Ard-
more City School System for for-
ty years as a teacher and then as 
Principal of the Kindergarten 
Center. Always a trailblazer, 
Mrs. Varner achieved a number 
of first ' In 1954, she was the 
first Black student to live in an 
The Honoree poses with family members during a reception held in her honor 
preceding the Living Legacy Award Ceremony Front Row: Dorothy Varner, 
Mentha, and Shauna Varner. Back Row: Trey Varner, Thomas Carl Varner II, and 
Charles and Bettye Cox. 
Mrs. Varner presents certificate to Heads tart student Ricky Mar-
shall. 
integrated dormitory at Oklaho-
ma State University After 
school integration in 1966, she 
was the first Black teacher in the 
Ardmore City School System 
and she was the first Black wom-
an principal in that system. Ac-
claimed as one of the best teach-
ers in the state, Mrs. Varner held 
several leadership positions in 
the Negro Teachers Education 
Association and the Ardmore 
Classroom Teachers Associ-
ation. 
She contributed to the devel-
opment of curriculum guide-
lines for drug education and ele-
mentary and secondary educa-
tion. In addition to her teaching 
and administrative responsibil-
ities Mrs Varner was instru-
mental in developing the Head-
start Program in Ardmore. As a 
volunteer, Mrs Varner chaired 
the fund drive that renovated the 
buildmg that provided a perma-
nent home for the program. The 
building has now been renamed 
in her honor. 
Although retired since 1976, 
Mrs. Varner has been busy with 
the Red Cross, Scounting, 
Chamber of Commerce, Ameri-
can Legion Auxiliary, United 
Fund, NAACP, and host of other 
organizations that have come to 
her for advice and direction. 
She has been a Sunday School 
Teacher for 33 years and presi-
dent of her localcommunity as-
sociation of 25 years. Always 
sensitive to the needs of others, 
Momma Ment" as she is affec-
tionately called often fed and 
clothes many of her students 
and was instrumental in getting 
scholarships to help them 
through college. 
Ptctured with Mrs. Varner is Former Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm, the first 
African American Woman to be elected to the U.S. Congress. Congressman Chisholm 
wa< the keynote speaker at the awards ceremony. In the background is Melvin E. 
Turner. 
Mrs. Varner and grandson Trey Varner 
Wichita State University 
Gives Wells MLK Award 
Jonathan Wells 
Jonathan Wells, a 1950 graduate of Langston University, re-
cently received the annual Martin Luther King Jr. Award present-
ed at Wichita State University during the annual commemorative 
ceremony in honor of the noted Black leader. 
The award recognizes someone who has enhanced the lives of 
others in Wichita, Kan., and expounds on the theories and philos-
ophies of Dr. King. 
Wells was appointed principal of East High School in 1988, 
which made him the first Black high school principal in Wichita 
history. 
He has a great concern for all students and staff, but never fails 





Joyce Johnson Henderson 
Joyce Johnson Henderson was 
among five women who received the 
1991 Byliner Award from the Oklaho-
ma City Chapter of Women in Com-
munication, Inc 
Joyce, a 1968 graduate of Langston 
University has served as principal of 
Northeast High School since 1985. 
She was voted the Most Positive Prin-
cipal Award by the Oklahoma City 
Public School System Awards of Ex-
cellence in 1988. 
Also that year, she was chosen by 
the Oklahoma School Public Rela-
tions Association to receive the Part-
ners for Excellence Award. 
Nationally, Henderson was a recipi-
ent of the John F. Kennedy Center for 
the Performing Arts Administrator's 
Award in 1990. 
During her tenure at Northeast 
High School, the school was honored 
as one of 27 schools in the nation to be 
a member of the High School of the 
Future Consortium by the Association 
for the Supervision & Curriculum De-
velopment. 
Some highlights of her work at 
school include hosting boxer Muham-
mad Ali and then presidential candi-
date Jesse Jackson for student assem-
blies. Most recently Northeast High 
School was host for 3,000 students 
from across the United States for the 
National Baptist Convention. 
She currently serves as president of 
the Oklahoma City Principals Associ-
ation and is a founder of the Oklaho-




Alum. Rem.inds Journalism. Students O f 
Requirem.ents 
Marshall Fulghum, broadcast journalism graduate, explains to Newswriting I students the level of professionalism that will be expected of 
them once they graduate. 
Writing effectively, basic 
English skills and communi-
cation skills are essential 
tools of a good journalist. 
Students preparing for a ca-
reer in journalism must have 
good writing skills as well as 
know grammar. To enhance 
those skills students must get 
serious about their writing, 
and they must write everyday. 
Just as with anything else, 
one must practice to become 
better. Former broadcast jour-
nalism student Marshall Van 
Fulgrum spoke with students 
in broadcast journalism about 
the obstacles and difficulties 
they will face in the work 
force. 
Fulgrum, who is a vehicle 
control representative with 
Hertz Corporation in Oklaho-
ma City, said, "You must pre-
pare yourself now while you 
are still in school." 
He explained that students 
should start writing regularly 
as early as their freshman 
year and continue to write 
everyday. Improving one's 
writing skills requires that 
type of dedication. 
"If you wait until your ju-
nior or senior year, you have 
waited too long," said 
Fulghum. 
He explained that the best 
training is here on campus, 
and this is their training 
camp to prepare for battle 
once they graduate. 
"If you can write here, you 
can write anywhere. This is 
where I received my experience," he 
explained. 
"For the most part, students at 
Langston have an advantage. They 
can gain experience, train and be 
productive on KALU-FM radio, TV 
3, and the Gazette newspaper," ad-
ded Fulghum. 
In addition to his position with 
Hertz, the 1987 graduate writes for 
the Ebony Tribune. 
He reminded students of what is 
in demand after graduation. He 
told them they must be effective 
writers, have experience, communi-
cation skills and be able to speak 
fluently. 
He also stressed that dependabil-
ity is important. 
Fulghum was on campus because 
he wanted to share his experiences 
with those who are following in his 
footsteps. 
By Devette W ilson 
Gazette Staff Writer 
Alice LaDell Strong 
Strong Given Added 
Responsibility 
Alice Strong, director of Human 
Resources for the Oklahoma State 
Regents for Higher Education, has 
undertaken additional responsibil-
ities as assistant director of the 
State Regents' Guaranteed Student 
Loan Program (GSLP). 
In Oklahoma, loans for higher 
education or postsecondary educa-
tion made to students by private or 
public lending institutions are 
guaranteed by the Federal Govern-
ment through the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan Program. The program 
has a loan portfolio in excess of 
$540 millions. 
Prior to joining the State Re-
gents' staff in July 1988 as director 
of Human Services, Strong was po-
sition classification specialist for 
the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion. 
She has also served as vice presi-
dent and director of Programs and 
Personnel for ETC Technical and 
Professional Services, Inc., in Okla-
homa City and as director of per-
sonnel Services of the Oklahoma 
City Public Schools. 
Strong earned her bachelor's de-
gree of elementary education from 
Langston University and her mas-
ter 's degree in public administra-
tion from the University of Okla-
homa. 
Several members of the Alpha Pi Chapter of Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc., gather 
around former chapter Polemarch Cassell Lawson to discuss issues he covered 
during his speech for the seminar at which he spoke. Cassell, a 1982 gerontology and 
sociology graduate, received his Master of Arts degree from Central State University 
in 1990. Cassell is presently employed as Task Force Manager 'Youth Organizer for 
Starting Right! Community Council of Central Oklahoma. Starting Right! is an 















Third year law student at Hamline University (St. Paul, Minnesota) Jennifer Schoats Flack, a Langston graduate, discus~es the 
importance of grades with students in Percival Sealy's Criminal Justice class . 
...... 
Carole Miller and alumnae Marion Reed from Conoco, Inc., Ponca City present President Holloway with a check of $2,500 as part of 
the company's continued educational commitment to Langston University. 
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Moss Says African 
History 
Is The Root Of World 
Culture 
Dr. Otis Moss jr. 
African History is the history 
of the world and it is essential 
for any individual who preceives 
himself as being educated ex-
plained Dr. Otis Moss Jr., na-
tional chairman of Operation 
P.U.S.H. during the first public 
program of Langston Universi-
ty's African- American Histo-
ry Month. 
Dr. Moss said that better 
world understanding could be 
brought about by better under-
standing of African History. 
Despite the fact that man 
'eriginated in Africa, it seems to 
oe a fact forgotten by historians. 
"When it comes to African 
Histor·y, there seems to be a se-
vere case of intellectual amnesia, 
" said Moss. 
"The study of the Bible is a 
study of African History, and if 
the pictures in the Bible reflected 
the text, the book would look 
tremendously different ," he 
said. 
He explained the importance 
of the study of African History 
by pointing out that without 
Langston, this state, region and 
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area would be tremendously dif-
ferent . And so it is without a 
good understanding of African 
History. 
He said we are in the Middle 
East because of a limited under-
standing of the history of the re-
gion. 
Iraq is the land of Christian-
ity. That is where it all began. 
He said there are a number of 
American soldiers in Saudi Ara-
bia with the best of training for 
killing. They have the latest 
technology, the best bombs, the 
most sophisticated intelligence. 
But they have no understanding 
of the people they are fighting . 
They know nothing of the land 
that is tied up with our heritage. 
Dr. Moss said the study of Af-
rican culture and heritage is nec-
essary for education. 
" It is out of Africa that came 
the study of medicine; it is out of 
Africa that came architecture; it 
is out of Africa that came the 
practice of organizing into sub-
groups from which administra-
tion came," Dr. Moss said. 
From the study of African cui-
ture and heritage will come edu-
cation which will lead to liber-
ation. It is from liberation that 
we can gain reconciliation. 
He told the students that de· 
spite the fact that there are some 
who will say that the study of 
African History is unnecessary, 
they are celebrating their own 
culture while saying so. 
He told them there are some 
things they should do in spite of 
what is said. 
"You ought to do it in spite of 
the fact that it is not a require-
ment or part of the expectation. 
You ought to do it in memory of 
the slaves who worked 244 years 
without a paycheck. You ought 
to do it in memory of the people 
who met in the basement of 
Springfield Baptist Church in 
Atlanta, GA, to organize More-
house College. You ought to do 
it in memory of the sharecrop-
pers who saved their money and 
worked extra hours to raise 
money to start Langston Univer-
sity," he urged. 
If you cannot study the cul-
ture, heritage, and history of Af-
rica, then we are in a dangerous 
state in America. 
Dr. Moss related the time that 
he spent at Camp David with 
former President Jimmie Carter 
who negotiated a peace between 
Israel and Egypt. He said if the 
administration that followed 
had the good sense to continue 
the process, we wouldn't be in 
the Middle East today. 
"Carter constantly explained 
to each of the presidents the 
good qualities and values of the 
other, so that eventually they 
were able to sit down and talk 
together to formulate a peace 
treaty that still stands today," 
Moss explained. 
He concluded by telling the 
students to never use slavery as a 
reference point. He cautioned, 
"We did not come up from slav-
ery, we came down from slavery. 
Africa history will tell you this ." 
To preserve what is here you 
must be intellectually heavy and 
academically militant in the pur-
suit of truth and understanding 
of your heritage. 
(Reprinted from the Langston Gazette) 
Guthrie Branch of the NAACP President Hersey Hammonds congratulates Dr. 
Delores Carpenter following the religious educator's stirring address at one of the 
African - American Heritage Assembly. 
The political influence exerted by President George Bush was 
called to task by Reverend Dr. Delores Carpenter, pastor of Michi-
gan Park Christian Church in Washmgton, D . C., during her ad-
dress to the students at the African-American Heritage Assembly. 
She asked, "When the war is over, will President Bush activate the 
same level of influence he used to raise billions of dollars to fight the 
war in the Persian Gulf on the plight of African-Americans here at 
home. 
Dr. Carpenter pointed out that fully 29% of all American military 
and 43% of the females in Saudi Arabia are African-American. 
"I have no doubt that we will prevail in the Gulf, but will the 
president use the same level of commitment to fight for economic 
freedom for citizens here at home," she asked. 
She said that in Washington D.C. African-Americans are being 
killed in drug-related crimes everyday, and still we have not been 
able to win the War Against Drugs. 
Dr. Carpenter called for a greater commitment from the govern-
ment and the clergy. 
"When the war is over, I ask the president to redirect his efforts 
toward problems here at home. 
She said she saw President Bush pray for peace half way around 
the world. But, when the war is over will he direct those prayers 
toward our urban and suburban areas. 
She said world leaders have not come to grips with the fact that 
Dr. Carpenter Calls 
For Us 
To Win Wars In 
Atnerica 
wars benefit only the rich and never solve the problems that caused 
them in the first place. The middle class pays for them and the poor 
suffer because of them and innocent die in them. 
She added that too many African-American clergy have lost their 
nerve. "We must have the courage to risk our affluence, risk our 
security and risk our prestige in order to build a more just and 
humane society," she said. 
She said she has no doubt that we will prevail in the Gulf. But 
after we have raised billions and perhaps a trillion dollars to pay for 
this war, I hope we will turn that same resolve toward ending the 
war in the streets of America. 
She said that one must be willing to risk the chance of criticism 
and even ostracism for our brothers and sisters. 
She pointed out that 21,000 African-American males have been 
the victims of homicides in the last three years. 
As she delivered her message as part of Religious Emphasis Week 
and African-American Heritage Month, Dr. Carpenter said the re-
deemed needs commitment today, a commitment that completely 
investing one's self in the development of a goal or idea. 
She explained that everyone is committed, in too many places and 
in too many things. "When you are committed to all things you are 
committed to nothing," she explained 
Dr. Carpenter closed her remarks by telling the audience to agitate 
for change. "Don t give up, agitate! agitate! agitate! 
(Reprinted from the Langston Gazette\ 
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Group Hopes To Preserve 













Members of the New Arts S1x performing group mix poetry by Paul Lawrence Dunbar w1th traditional Negro Spirituals to 
create a unique program during one of the Black Heritage Month activities. 
New Arts Six, the unique musical/dramatic group dedicated to preserving the spirituals of their black heritage, 
performed in the A. R. Taylor Auditorium to an overflowing audience. 
New Arts Six, established in 1981, is an independent, non-profit, professional performing arts organization based in 
Dallas, Texas. Its basic mission is to preserve and present the ethnic folk music of black Americans - the spirituals. 
The group seeks to promote a fresh understanding of the importance of the spirituals -also properly known as the 
"sorrow song," and thereby expand all people's knowledge of the black heritage in music and its impact on our society. 
The black spiritual is the basis of most forms of popular modern music- Jazz, gospel, and blues. The spiritual is a 
pure American art form, an integral part of our historical and cultural development. 
New Arts Six has performed in and around the Dallas area for the last five years, and the group has established a 
reputation of being one of the best organizations of its kind. 
Historian Tells Truth About Black Schools 
Obidike N Kamau makes a poi nt during h is Convocation appearance during Black Heritage 
Month observance. 
Historically black colleges 
and universities need to stop 
teaching Eurocentrism declared 
Obidike N . Kamau, guest speak-
er for one of the Black Heritage 
Month Convocations. 
As he spoke, he called upon 
Malcolm X, who was murdered 
26 years ago to the day, to be 
with him and give him strength 
through the presentation. 
Kamau, who is curator of the 
Melvm B. Tolson Black Heritage 
Center, is on leave to study for 
his doctorate at Temple Univer-
sity. 
He told the enthusiastic audi-
ence that American education 
has been focused from a Europe-
an perspective and has resulted 
in creating many black/ white 
people. 
He said, "Just because some-
thing appears to be black on the 
outside does not necessarily 
mean black on the inside." He 
said African-American heritage 
must move to a higher level. It 
cannot be something that one 
just learns, he must start to as-
similate it into his very being. 
Africa is the center and the 
well-spring of civilization. He 
pointed out that Socrates, Plato 
and other so-called fathers of 
philosophy studied in Africa, 
not Greece. 
He held up a copy of Carter G. 
Woodson's book, 'The Misedu-
cation of the Negro" and told 
them that it is " required" read-
ing. 
'This book is required read-
ing, not because it is on any 
reading list, but because it is es-
sential to your education," said 
Kamau. 
As he related to world situa-
tions today, he explained that 
once, and perhaps still, blacks 
were refugees in this country. 
'When Civil War ended, 
many blacks were displaced and 
wandered aimlessly until they 
found the Union Army camp 
where they gathered by the 
thousands," he said. 
It was at this gathering that 
the historically black colleges 
got their start . "They started 
through the efforts of people 
who were technically our en-
emies," he said. 
He pointed out that even 
though the people were attempt-
ing to do good by teaching the 
blacks of their Eurocentric point 
of view, they also robbed blacks 
of their Afrocentric heritage -
the very source of human civil-
ization. 
Most of the HBCUs were run 
by whites , administered by 
whites and it was only much 
later that blacks moved into sig-
nificant positions In most part, 
they were run by missionaries," 
said Kamau. 
"Langston University is one 
of the few HBCUs that has never 
had a white president," he ex-
plained. 
He said one of the few whites 
who could be considered not an 
enemy of black education was 
General 0. 0. Howard for whom 
Howard University was named. 
"He was the first and only di-
rector of the Freedmen·s Bureau 
which was setup by Congress 
but never given any money. 
General Howard fought to get 
funding to carry out some of the 
functions that the Bureau had 
been charged with. 
As a result of the lack of lead-
ership by blacks most of the 
HBCUs became sources of per-
petuating Eurocentrism and 
caused many such school to refer 
to themselves as the "black Yale 
of the black Harvard. 
"Stop being the Black white 
something,' Kamau scolded . 
"We must get past defining our-
selves by our slave experience in 
America. We must get back to 
Africa in our thinking he said. 
He told the audience that the 
battle for self-determination 
must move to a higher level. It 
cannot stop at the conscious lev-
el it must be spiritual. It must 
be a part of your very e istence," 







Dr. Sarah Moten makes a point about all races, creeds, genders and colors being in the diplomatic 
corps for the United States. 
The face of American diplo-
mats will be tremendously dif-
ferent as we move into the 21st 
century explained Dr. Sarah E. 
Moten, deputy assistant secre-
tary for International Refugee 
Assistance. 
Dr. Moten, who was the key-
note speaker for the Formal 
Opening of the University, ex-
plained to the students their in-
creasingly important roles in the 
conduct of relations between 
and among nations. 
"You are learning to be diplo-
mats right here at Langston," 
she told them. As she pointed to 
the University's theme for the 
year, "A Tradition in Excellence 
from Langston to the World," 
she reminded the students of the 
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emerging responsibilities and 
opportunities in global rela-
tions. 
"The image of American di-
plomats can no longer be that of 
the white American male who is 
from the northeast," she ex-
plained. 
"The diplomat of today must 
be strong and flexible," she said 
as she explained the conditions 
under which much of the work 
must be done. 
"There is no longer the luxury 
of having the polished scholar to 
do the diplomatic work of the 
United States of America. 
"The rapidly changing politi-
cal structures of the world dic-
tate that U.S. diplomats must 
come from all backgrounds, 
races and genders that accurately 
reflect the makeup of this coun-
try," she continued. 
She said that the dominant po-
sition that the United States en-
joyed after World War II is erod-
ing, and only the diplomats who 
are skilled at negotiations and 
human relations will be able to 
work effectively in today's world 
arena. 
She said that what is going on 
at Langston today is what will 
prepare the next wave of Ameri-
can diplomats. "Some of you in 
this auditorium will be tomor-
row's diplomats," she pointed 
out. 
Dr. Moten related incidents 
where she had to be flexible, 
strong and determined in resolv-
ing an unpleasant situation in 
Sierra Leone. 
She recounted incidents of hu-
man suffering and what she had 
to do despite suggestions that 
she would be better off leaving 
the situation alone. 
Dr. Moten's speech was the 
highlight of a full morning of 
activities which featured the mu-
sic of the University Band, Uni-
versity Choir and an alto saxo-
phone solo by Gregory Ne 
whouse, senior accounting ma-
jor from Wichita, Kansas. 
The program marked the be-
ginning of the 95th year of the 
university's founding. 
Deputy Warden Andrews Speaks 
About Experiences 
McAlester Deputy Warden Rita Andrews talks with Percival Sealy's Probation and Parole Class about job 
opportunities w1th the Oklahoma Department of Corrections. 
Instructors at Langston 
University continue their 
commitment to students by 
providing excellence through 
guest speakers sharing real 
life experiences and career op-
portunities. 
One instructor, Percival 
Sealy in the corrections de-
partment, has provided his 
corrections and probation and 
parole classes with speakers 
who have shared valuable in-
formation with students. 
Deputy Warden Rita An-
drews for the Department of 
Corrections State Penitentiary 
in McAlester shared informa-
tion pertaining to career pos-
sibilities and opportunities in 
Sealy's probation and parole 
class. 
Areas of consideration are 
probation and parole in the 
various institutions with po-
sitions as corrections officers, 
counselors, case managers, 
unit managers and a more re-
cent need for food services, 
medical, maintenance and 
other services to maintain the 
community within a commu-
nity concept 
Ms. Andrews is a graduate 
of Langston University and is 
the first female, who happens 
to be black at an all-male 
maximum security facility for 
the State of Oklahoma. 
As deputy warden, she is 
responsible for two major 
areas. First, she is in charge of 
operations security. The du-
ties of this areas are to super-
vise all officers, chief of secu-
rity, unit managers, chaplain, 
md facility investigators. Sec-
.:>ndly, she is responsible for 
supervtsmg teachers, food 
service personnel, personnel 
department, budget and affir-
mative action. Her responsi-
bilities are interchangeable 
according to Ms. Andrews. 
"The main reason being the 
totality of the responsibil-
ities," she said. 
She added an internship 
through Langston University 
was instrumental in assisting 
her in securing her current 
position and that she was pre-
pared for the workforce. She 
went to Los Angeles and was 
immediately employed in her 
field. Ms. Andrews, who ma-
jored in corrections, added 
that she has never been with-
out a job since she completed 
her degree. 
Another speaker who 
shared information with cor-
rection classes was Richard 
Lemke from the United States 
Secret Service. He said their 
primary duty was to provide 
protection for heads of state. 
This protection was put into 
full force after the McKinley's 
assassination. 
Dignitaries who feel pro-
tectiOn is not necessary while 
in the U.S. or territories may 
sign a release for no protec-
tion. Congress dictates who 
gets protection, Lemke said. 
He gave an example of a head-
of-state who was well liked, 
but got a lot of threats and 
was eventually assassinated, 
that person was John F. Ken-
nedy. 
Threatening letters to the 
president or vice president are 
investigated, he explained. 
Other investigations conduct-
ed by the Secret Service are 
bank fraud, federal check or 
saving bonds tampering, 




International Students Organization adviser Dr. Reuben Manning, professor of biology; Ambassador Edward Perkms, director general of the 
United States Foreign Service; and Dr. Alberta Mayberry, director of libraries; visit the Melvin B. Tolson Black Heritage Center during the 
International Day discussions about job opportunities abroad . 
Officials from Memorex-Telex of Tulsa and faculty from the computer science department participate in a discussion/lecture sponsored by the 
School of Business. The program was the first in a series of lectures that will cover MIS and Local Area Networks, Shown from left to right are 
Badrinath Krishnagiri, Dale Lafferty, Nev Grove, Larry Ward and Dr. In Hai Ro. 
Students in Dr. Calvin Hall's Intra to Business class learned a lesson on insurance regulations from Insurance Commissioner for the 
State of Oklahoma Gerald Grimes . Commissioner Grimes explains the functions of his office to the business students. 
Guest peaker Inman Azid makes a point about involvement during the first student body meeting sponsored by the Student 
Government Association . 
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Participants in the tree-pruning session get instructions on the proper techniques from Dr Rida 
Shibli, professor of agriculture, (center). Also pictured is Dr. Lester Clark (far right) professor in 
the School of Education. 
Students in Urban Agriculture have started learning 
how to prune fruit trees. "Our objective is to graduate 
students who are scientifically and technically capable to 
handle their work," said Dr Rida Shibli. 
The students spend their lab every week in the orchard 
learning the different techniques of orchard husbandry. 
The little greenhouse in Hamilton Hall is almost ready 
and it will be used to teach students the procedures of 
plant propagation for different plant species under con-
trolled environment conditions, according to Dr. Shibli. 
Dr. Shibil, a specialist in plant tissue culture and mi-
crophysiology, stated that he was optimistic that Lang-
ston University might have a biotechnology lab in the 
near future. This lab will be for all researchers in life 
sciences. It will be a step forward in building the research 
capacity of the University. 
Students in Greenhouse Management learn the procedures and techniques of vegetable and flower 
production in one of two laboratory areas that have been made available to them . Pictured far right is 
Richmond Kinnard, coordinator of agriculture. 
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Professor of Linguistics Dr. Doris Ginn, Jackson State 
Umversity, Jackson, MS. presents a paper at the first 
Annual Conference on Urban and Multi-Cultural Educa-
tion . sponsored by the School of Education and Behavioral 
Sciences and the Graduate Program on the Langston Uni-
versi ty campus. 
After working as a nurse for 17 years, Mitzi Marzette, Oklahoma City. Takes the first steps to 
fulfill a life long dream of becoming a school teacher. Assisting her in the enrollment process is 
Bursar Avalon Burns. 
De' Anna F North, corrections major from Oklahoma, was not able 
to have her ptcture in the senior class section . She is such a lovely 
young lady and deserves to have her picture in the 1992 Yearbook as 
this is her final year at LU. Best wishes, De'Anna. 
Health Admmtstration major Alice Christensen and her neighbor, Ger-
ontology major Virginia Swinney, both of Guthrie, grab time to study 
together between classes . Christen en is a May 1991 graduate of Lang-
ston University and begins studying for a MPH in Health Administra-
tion at Oklahoma University during the Fall 1991 semester. 
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Viewing one of the latest donations to the Melvm B. 
Tolson Black Heritage Center are Curator Ronald Keys 
and Dr. Ernest L. Holloway, president. The work of art 
was donated by Langston Alumnus Earl Scarbrough. 
After years of saving and preserving, Henrietta and Cornehus Myo of Vian, go through a collection of Jet, Ebony and Negro Digest 
magazines with Ronald Keys, curator of the Melvin B. Tolson Black Heritage Center. The couple donated the books to Langston 
University to do their part to help preserve a part of black Americana. 
Newly elected officers of the Parents Organization greet fans during halftime of the Northeastern / Langston football game. Elected were 
Addie Jones , associate director of financial aid , treasurer; Ted Russell , principal in the Ardmore Public School System, president; Gretana 
Hall. alumni relations coordinator, vice president; and Carol Young, Tulsa Public Schools , secretary. 
The cheerleaders lead yells for the hundreds of Parents Day fans who brought their umbrellas and braved the ramy weather to support the 
Lions in their inaugural Oklahoma Intercollegiate Conference game and season-opening battle against ortheastern. 
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Ballard Produces Show On 
African Atnerican Facts 
Currie Ballard looks over historical photographs and other artifacts in his collection that he will use in his television series. 
Currie Ballard, a black his-
torian and former Langston 
University student, is hosting 
"Ebony Chronicles" a series 
of Afro-American history 
segments which is aired on 
OET A, the PBS Network. 
Ballard, who collects Afri-
can and Afro-American arti-
facts nationwide, felt the need 
for the series for the sake of 
education and greater under-
standing of the Afro Ameri-
can's contributions to this na-
tion. 
As a child growing up in 
south-central Los Angeles, he 
became inspired at age 10 by 
his 90-year old aunt who was 
taking a black history course 
at a local community college. 
From that time on, Ballard 
has seen a hobby turn into an 
unquenchable passion for 
knowledge and truth of the 
African Americans contribu-
tions to the world society. 
He felt that building from 
that premise, black people as 
a whole have not taken a tre-
mendous interest in their 
heritage in America. He be-
lieves this is primarily be-
cause much of it has not been 
a pleasant picture: He hopes 
to change this way of think-
ing. 
"Ebony Chronicle" depicts 
the history of African Ameri-
cans in Oklahoma and will be 
broadcast approximately once 
a month. 
Some of the topics that 
were covered included the 
black towns of Oklahoma, 
black communities of Tulsa, 
Oklahoma City, Muskogee, 
and soul food and its origin. 
Also to be covered are black 
fraternal orders such as Ma-
son, Odd Fellows, Eastern 
Stars, Nights of Pythias, col-
lege Greek-letter organiza-
tions, and history of the black 
church. 
The segment format in-
clude on-location filming, 
historical photography and 
interviews. 
Langston Elementary School youngsters wait for Student Government Association President Keisha Kuykendall to complete her message 
before they release their balloons carrying messages that encourage people to be more conscious of providing a more wholesome global 
environment . 
The Alpha Zeta Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha ~ronty of Langston University was one of the many attractions seen marching in the Martan Luther 
King Day parade held in Guthrie The parade began at the Scottish Rite Temple and ran down Oklahoma Avenue, ending at the Ampha Theater 
behind the Guthrie Police Department. 
(Photo provided by The Guthrie Daily Leader) 
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Watonga Special Olymp1cs student Eugenio Robledo practices basketball dribbhng control 
under the watchful eye of physical education major Shannon Stuteville, Paola, KS. Special 
Olympics, sports events, and other community programs give Langston University students 
the chance to gain coaching, first-aid, and referee experience. 
SPEWII. (JL\'iv I 
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Special 
A registered nurse and American Red Cross representative for Logan County, 
Gladys Raffety renders first aid to Stillwater student Michael McDade during 
the special Olympics held annually on campus. Nursing students Roma Snow· 
ball, Haskell; and Nicola Carter, Chicago; attend to Bryan Lore, Stillwater. The 
event affords LU students the opportunity to work with professionals in the1r 
chosen field while performing a community service. 
Olylllpics 
The Wheelchair Race Was A Favorite Event Among The Special Olympians, 
Coaches And Fans At The Annual Competition 
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The Boys Choir Of Harlem 
@ 
The Student Government Association invited the Boys Choir of Harlem to a reception in the Montgomery Multi-Purpose Building prior to their 
concert at the Scottish Rite Masonic Temple in Guthrie. Pictured far left is Terry Saulsberry, president of the SGA 1990-91. Also pictured are Dr 
Walter Turnbull , founder and director of the Choir and Dr. Alberta Mayberry, director of libraries. 
The boys Choir of Harlem was 
founded in 1968 as the Ephesus 
Church Choir of Central Har-
lem. It was incorporated in 1975, 
and in the ensuing decade, it has 
grown from a small church choir 
into a major performing arts in-
stitution of international reputa-
tion. 
The Boys Choir of Harlem 
provides a positive, creative al-
ternative for inner city children 
in New York City. It is both an 
artistic and humanitarian insti-
tution. Its repertoire ranges from 
classical music to contemporary 
songs, gospel, and spirituals. 
Over the years, the Boys Choir 
of Harlem has provided outlets 
for hundreds of children whose 
lives have been redirected into 
productive channels; the Choir's 
activities include a comprehen-
sive program in music educa-
tion, counseling, and academic 
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tutoring. 
The Choir has travelled exten-
sively throughout the United 
States and Europe, performed at 
the White House on several oc-
casions, at the opening session 
of the United Nations General 
Assembly, and at the Official 
Recommemorative Ceremonies 
for the Statue of Liberty. In New 
York, concerts have been con-
ducted at Avery' Fisher Hall, Al-
ice Tully Hall, Carnegie Hall, 
Radio City Music Hall and has 
completed five European tours. 
The Boys Choir of Harlem has 
appeared on all three major tele-
vision networks and was includ-
ed in the PBS series, "Great Per-
formances: Ellington and His 
Music." In 1980, the Choir was 
subject of the Emmy Award-
winning documentary, "From 
Harlem to Haarlem: The Story of 
a Choirboy." Also, they have 
been featured on "Nightline" 
(ABC), "60 Minutes" (CBS), "20/ 
20" (ABC), "Live from Lincoln 
Center" (PBS), and "The Today 
Show" (NBC). 
The Boys Choir of Harlem re-
corded the soundtrack for the 
historic motion picture, "Glory" 
(Columbia Pictures). In 1988, the 
Choir released two of its own re-
cord albums, Handel's "Ode for 
St. Cedillia' s Day," and "Fetes 
Traditionalles Americaines." 
The Choir may be heard on 
Kathleen Battle's recording of 
Christmas music for Angel/ 
EM I. 
The Choir stresses not only 
the teach:ng of music, but also 
the preparation of its members 
for productive lives. Tutoring, in 
subjects ranging from English to 
mathematics to music theory, is 
provided to Choir members six 
days a week. Members of the 
Choir must maintain a B average 
in school During the summer, 
Choir members attend camp 
both in New York City and live-
away camp in the Connecticut 
countryside. A staff of full-time 
counselors provides year-round 
career, family and adolescent 
guidance. 
In the Choir's repertoire spe-
cial emphasis is given to the 
work of Black musicians, which 
is encouraged by commissions 
to young Black composers. In 
addition, the heritage of spiritu-
als and early American music 
play a vital and necessary part in 
the members' education growth. 
Popular music is given equal 
billing and favorites such as 
"Mr. Bojangles" and "I Believe 
in Music" help round out the 
creative experience of the Choir. 
Terry Saulsberry (far right) gives Choir Director Turnbull (far right) a brief history of Langston University 
Director W. 
Turnbull 
Dr. Walter J Turnbull is 
Founder and Executive Direc-
tor of The Boys Choir of Har-
lem. A native of Greenville, 
Mississippi, he is an honors 
graduate of Tougaloo College 
whose high academic achieve-
ments and notable contribu-
tions to his alma mater earned 
him recognition in Who's 
Who in American Colleges 
and Universities. Dr. Turn-
bull received his Master in 
Music and Doctor in Musical 
Arts degrees from the Man-
hattan School of Music. He 
also graduated from the Co-
lumbia University School of 
Business Institute for Non-
Profit Management 
Dr. Turnbull has appeared 
as a tenor soloist with both 
the New York Philharmonic 
and the Philadelphia Orches-
tra . He made his operatic de-
but with the Houston Grand 
Opera in Scott Joplin's Tre-
monisha. Other operatic roles 
mclude Alfredo m La Traviata 
and Tamino in Die Zauber-
flote, both with the Lake 
George Opera. Carmen and 
Turandot with Opera South, 
Antomo in the world premier 
of Roger Ames' opera Amas-
tad, performances with the 
Goldovsky Opera Theatre and 
Young Aud1ences Inc. and Jo-
plin's Treemonisha on Broad-
way. A recipient of the Wil-
liam M. Sullivan Award, Dr. 
Turnbull has also been hon-
ored by the National Associ-
ation of Negro Musicians and 
the State of New York with 
the Eleanor Roosevelt Com-
munity Service Award. Here-
cently received the President 's 
Volunteer Action Award on 
behalf of the Boys Choir of 
Harlem from Ronald Reagan 






derson, a former Langston Lion, 
addressed athletes at the "All-
Sports Banquet held annually to 
honor students who have ex-
celled in athletics during the 
1991 school year. 
"Hollywood" was a senior 
when he was the #1 selection of 
the Dallas Cowboys in the 1975 
NFL draft . A two-time All 
American star, Henderson soon 
became the most flamboyant 
football player of the 70's and 
considered by many one of the 
best linebackers ever in NFL his-
tory. 
As outrageous as he was tal-
ented, "Hollywood" appeared on 
the cover of Newsweek and was 
one of the stars of America's 
132 
team, the Dallas Cowboys. Hen-
derson played in three Super 
Bowls during his colorful seven-
year career as top player in the 
NFL and was the epitome of suc-
cess with his athletic skill and 
his wit. 
"Nevertheless, Thomas "Hol-
lywood" Henderson became an 
alcoholic and cocaine addict. My 
brilliant career was nipped in 
the bud by alcohol and drugs. I 
lost my family, friends and ca-
reer," he told the athletics. 
Always an interesting and elo-
quent speaker, Thomas relayed 
his anti-alcohol and anti-drug 
message by means of his very 
sobering account of his obses-
sion with alcohol and cocaine 
and his continuing efforts to 
Thomas "Hollywood" Henderson 
stay "Clean and Sober." 
Thomas is also the author of 
the best selling book OUT OF 
CONTROL, his own autobiog-
raphy written in collaboration 
with Peter Knobler. Thomas 
makes available several copies of 
his book when on a lecture tour. 
However, following the banquet 
each athlete received an auto-
graphed copy of his book with-
out charge. 
Clean and sober since Novem-
ber 8, 1983, Thomas related that 
he has a new life and loves shar-
ing it. He has a strong interest in 
the education process of recov-
ery and relapse prevention. As 
the first NFL player to go public 
·with his cocaine addiction in 
1981, Henderson is most quali-
fied to share his first-hand 
knowledge of the pain, suffering 
and helplessness one encounters 
in the midst of an alcohol or 
drug obsession and the miracle 
and wonderment of recovery 
and sobriety. He has been from 
Super Bowl to cell block with 
many horrifying stops along the 
way. Today he is a new human 
being. 
Through therapy, Henderson 
has recovered and is now able to 
piece his life back together. Now 
he travels around the country 
talking to anybody who'll listen 
about the horrors of abuse and 
addiction. 
Langston alums have a lot to cheer about with cheerleader sponsor Rozalyn Washington at the Huston-Tillotson game. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence 
James, Thomas Hender . on and Roo evelt Nivens enJOY the Lions ' victory m Austin, Texas. 
Following his trip to the campus when he served as banquet speaker, Thomas Henderson returned to the campus to inspire the football players 
and teach them some of the things which would help them on and off the field . He is pictured above giving pomters to linebackers ':Vallace 
Mumin (60) and Reginald Ferguson (36) during practice sessions for the up-coming season . 
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During one of their meetings in the Hospitality Management Center, President Ernest L. Holloway gives a ' 'State of the 
University" message to assembled alumn1. 
During the game between the Lions and Cowboys, Langston Umvers1ty President Holloway and New Mexico Highlands University 
President Dr. Gilbert Sanchez exchange gifts . 
Fair Reps Say Grades Not All They Are Looking For 
Personal Qualities Count In Job Search 
During the 1991 Career Fair, Dennis Peacock , representative for Upjohn, talks with Michael 
Harbert , Harold Cole and Charles Burks, standing, and Nathanya Rollins and Sharon Gray, 
sittmg 
Contrary to what many students may believe, a high grade point average is 
not the most important factor employers look for when determining who 
gets the job. 
Several representatives at the Annual Career Fair said they look for stu-
dents who have maturity, productivity, good communication skills, intelli-
gence, high integrity and dress appropriately. 
The people that corporate America wants must be well-rounded indivi-
duals. Personal aspects listed as important were leadership skills, extra 
curriculum activities the students has participated in as well as the educa-
tional preparation he, she has done. 
Many of the representatives reported that they have seen an improvement 
in the Langston University students. They perceived them as "very much 
ready, very qualified and high quality graduates". 
Knowing all this information, students should concern themselves not 
only with grades, but they should concentrate on other socialization skills as 
well. With this knowledge, there should be no job one cannot obtain. 
Robert Burton 
Agriculture Research Service 
Charlene Chandler 
General Motors Corporation 
Kenneth Heidenreich 
IDS Financial Service 
Albert Chandler 
Kerr McGee Corporation 
Larry Garner 
Internal Revenue Service 
Dennis Peacock 
Upjohn Corporatoon 
By LaStander M . Crockett and Joyce L. Willis , Staff Writers 
for the Gazette 
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Lab Math Students Make Better Grades 
Using the computers in the Math Lab, department chairman Dr. Deborah Gunter works on a math problem wtth Beverly Davidson who takes 
advantage of the special assistance in the lab 
Students are neglecting a very 
vital service that is helpful to 
their understanding of math, the 
Math Lab. They must realize 
that unless they use it, they 
might lose it . 
The Math Lab, located in 201 
Jones Hall, is a valuable and a 
much needed resource that has 
helped and will continue to help 
many students who take advan-
tage of the service. 
It has been in existence since 
January 1988. The Apple and 
IBM computers use software on 
basic math, college algebra, 
trigonometry, and calculus. The 
sole purpose of the Math Lab is 
to serve as additional help for 
students who are interested in 
improving their math skills and 
abilities beyond the regular 
math instruction . 
In order to utilize the Mat Lab 
students must sign up, prefer-
ably at the beginning of the se-
mester. If students wait until 
late in the semester to sign up, 
they run the risk of being limit-
ed because of availability of 
open times. 
After the necessary forms are 
signed, it is the students' re-
sponsibility to be present on the 
scheduled days and times. Stu-
dents must sign in and out of the 
lab. 
Dr. Deborah Gunter, chair-
person of the mathematics de-
partment, said that students are 
missing a great opportunity. 
"Only a few students take ad-
vantage of the lab," she said. 
"For example, 306 students are 
enrolled in basic math and only 
65 are signed up. College algebra 
has 305 students enrolled and 
only 84 are signed up. Trigo-
nometry has 67 students en-
rolled and only 14 are signed up. 
Calculus has 20 students en-
rolled, with only three signed 
up," she added. 
Some of the reasons given for 
the lack of participation by non-
traditional students were full-
time jobs, time conflicts, and re-
sponsibilities to their children. 
Traditional students gave no 
apparent reasons for not partici-
pating. Dr. Gunter said test and 
quiz scores among students who 
attend the Math Lab showed 
vast improvements . 
To better assist students, Dr. 
Gunter expressed an urgent need 
for a full-time lab person and a 
part-time lab person in the even-
ing. 
Students must realize that the 
Math Lab is very beneficial if 
utilized. However, extra tutoring 
and outside studying are other 
essentials necessary to supple-
ment the Math Lab. 
By Charles E. Rush 
Gazette Staff Writer 
Classroom 
Scenes 
Dr Reuben Manning monitors a project in the Biology Lab 
Physical Therapy student Ayesha Kornegay, Jefferson C1ty, 
MO, demonstrates ultrasound techniques to classmate La-
Shonda Love, Oklahoma City. Acting patient is Amy Shav-
er, Oklahoma City. 
/ 
I 
Rhonda Pope, Taft, and Donna Sanders, Wichita, KS, work together at the 
blackboard during a Human Geography class to figure out the ratio of the 
unemployed in Mexico. 
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J ) 
McCabe Scholars Thomas Braxton, Jr., McAlester: Michelle Love, Oklahoma City; Melanie Renner, 
Choctaw; and Oscar James, Oklahoma City, study together. All have grade point averages of 4.00 and 
began their freshman year dunng the fall 1990 semester 
Studying 
Together 
Amy Holley, Cushing, and Tommy Heltcel , prepare an assignment together . William Broiles of Oklahoma City and LeAnn Burge, also of Oklahoma City, work on 
proJect together. 
138 
While other students were taking their fall break relaxing, members of Lambda Alpha 
Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. spent the break picking up trash west of the 
campus along Highway 33. 
Pa~cal Jones , Timothy Brown and Derrick Rhone-Dunn , members of Alpha Pi 
Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc., paint furniture and toys as part of 
Phase II of their proJeCt at the Early Childhood Development Center 
New Shuttle Service 
Provides Transportation 
For Students 
Several students take advantage of the new shuttle bus service for a trip to Guthrie. 
A shuttle bus will be provided for the students, faculty, and staff between 
Langston, Guthrie, and Oklahoma City 
The shuttle bus service is avaliable for shopping trips , theatrical produc-
tions , bowling. and other activities planned by the Student Government Asso-
ciation and the Office of Student Affairs. 
The funds were secured by Dr Ernest L. Holloway and the State Transporta-
tion Department. Approximately $5,000 was funded 
According to the director of First Capital Trolley Don Coffin, "The shuttle 
bus service was planned in 1988. Due to lack of funding the service could not 
be provided " 
There will be no cost to students with a current Langston University I.D 
However , for other activities there may be a review to access the need for a cost . 
By Anthony M . Brown 
Gazette Staff Writer 
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Senator Kelly Haney (far right) attends the gubernatorial signing of House Bill 1105 which requires the teaching of 
Oklahoma History in the public schools. Pictured with Senator Haney are Governor Walters, Seated, Representative 
Jim Isaac, left, and Senator Maxine Horner, center. Haney, Isaac and Horner were the bill's authors. 
During a Pot Luck Dinner hosted by the 
Democrat Women Association at Highland 
Park in Guthrie, Langston Mayor Viola Jones 
took advantage of the opportunity to visit 
with Governor David Walters about various 




Presents Variety Show 
Dancers for the Dust Bowl Theater's variety show include Erika Bridges, sophomore psychology major from Denver, 
Colorado, Heather R. Staggers, sophomore broadcast journalism major from Dallas, Texas; Emilie Wigley, sophomore 
secondary education maJOr from Wichita , Kansas; and Dana Haynes freshman physical therapy major from Oklahoma 
City 
"Dust Bowl Theatre Live and Uncut" is an entertain-
ment club initiated the 1991-92 fall semester. The 
"Club" is sponsored by communication majors and 
features live singing, dancing, comedy and audience 
participation. 
Jerome Stevenson, Tulsa sophomore theatre arts 
major and production manager, said, "We worked 
long and hard on the shows. We want them to be the 
best so people will come back for more." 
The productions, which are held at least once a 
month, present talent from all over the United States 
from places such as Boston, Washington, D.C., and 
California. The productions are held at least once a 
month. 
KUDOS to the theatre arts and broadcast journalism 
students for this innovative enhancement of students 
activities! 
Talented singing sensations Terry Leaphart, sophomore theatre arts maJOr from 
Phoenix, Arizona, and Thomas Bonds, senior music major from Boston MA; 
provided a special act during the Dust Bowl Production 
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The Jazz Band provides music for the annual School of Business Banquet for graduating 
seniors. 
Members of the 1 azz Band Harold Cole and 
Gregory Newhouse play mellow tunes dur-




The Langston University Concert Choir provides music for the first Honors Program for 
Oklahoma City high school students. 
Langston University Troubadours provide music for one of the many occasions at which they 
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Baptist Student Union 
Front Row; Abeba Woldemariam; Ms. Verlene Farmer, Director, Dolores Montgomery; LaShonda McAllister; Gloria Sanders; Clareece Glover, 
Sabrina Antore Trina Corley; Mary Coleman. Second Row: Donnell Green, Harold Antore, Timothy Reed, Mike Seaberry, Orlando Sheets, 
Kristy Peters )lmmy Hart Nafeesah Allen James Mayshack and Ronald Burkley 
Cam.pus Christians Organization 
Front Row; Robert Mummer, Robin Frazier, Michelle Ballard, LaShawnda McAllester, and Brian Prince. Second Row; Guylene Desir; Mrs 
Olether Toltver, Director; Renetta Palmer, Shanelle Crawford, Alicia Renfroe, and Derrick Reed. 
Detroit ''Motor City'' Club 
Seated . labatha Pa1ge, Jo$elyn Evans, Dana Canales and Nicole Foster. Standing: Charles Lipscomb, Roderick Burton. Stephanie Richards. 
Edward Daniels, Lateef Moore, Michael Brown, Melinda Parker and Anthony Graves 
Missouri Club 
Front Row: Daryle Pose, Connie Cage, Nikki Byrd. Pres1dent and Charles Rush. Back Row Cassandra Berry; Shonielle Roberson. Secretary; 




Seated: John Russell, Kenneth Ford and Courtney Hill. Second Row· Travis Johnson, Bridgette Moore, Kim Weaver, Farah Small and Walter 
Smith Top Row· Chris Evans, Satauwaira Thomas, Brian Perry Ian Cooper, Ardara Harris, Lloyd Douglass and Tommy Carter. 
Students For Free Enterprise Club 
Robert Allen, Advisor, Daquet Wilson, Vice President, Howard Wh1tener III, President, Richard Waller, 2nd. Vice President; Kim yalta Booker!, 
Dr. Worth Hadley, Advisor 
McCabe Honors Program Scholars 
1991-92 
Freshmen 
The Edwin P. McCabe Honors Program was authorized by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education and 
established with special funding from the Oklahoma State Legislature in 1989. The Program is designed to proved a 
challenging and stimulating environment in which the brightest and most talented students in Oklahoma, the nation, and 
the world can grow and develop. 
Front Row: Tanya Wilson, Angela Harri s, Jocelyn Evans, Shelsea Ellis , Tynan Anderson, Bridget Moore. Second Row: Christie Bostic, Tamieka Crump, 
Astr id Burrows, Chelle Luper, Eneshal Borders , Yolanda Alexander, Adrienne Ewing. Third Row: judy Williams, Michele Austin , Lloyd Douglas kynita 
Wil son , Hope Russell Fourth Row: Aron Newman , Lenard Smith . Kirk Love, Randy Boles, Ian Cooper. 
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McCabe Honors Program Scholars 
1991-92 
Sophomores 
Front Row: Monica Lee, Amy Holly-Heltcel, Joanna Collins. Second Row: Thomas Braxton, Jr., Melani Renner, Sethea Eddens, Mtchelle Love, 
Andrea Still. Third Row: Deon Harmon, Preston Solomon, Brandon McClain, Elicia Richardson . Fourth Row: Bill Harbert, Ben McCarrell, Fred 
Butler, Terry Pierce. (Not ptctured DaChisa Anderson, Troy Beasley, Oscar James, Eric Moore, Dawn Patton). 
Juniors 
Front Row: Tyrone Rider, Kia Robinson, Rhoshonda Montgomery, Cyndi Brodges, Angela Permon. Second Row: Mtchael Frederick, Patrina 
Sattiewhite, Yalarie Littlejohn, Teia Wright. Third Row: Tommie Heltcel, Marquiz Alford, Darrell Jefflo, Mike Lyons. (Not pictured : Melanie 
Bratcher, Thomas Hill, Shawnetta Jones, Robin Lawrence). 
Langston University Scholars Club 
First Row· Joanna Collins, Grace Loc ndge, Shelsea Ellis , Prentiss Jones, Trischelle Batson, and Shirley Hatcher. Second Row: Latoya Button . 
Ravonda Powell , Ramona Brisco, Melinda Parker, and Trinetta Smith . Third Row: Ms. Juanita Goff, Advisor; Andre P. Saulsberry, Shonielle 
Roberson . Connie Cage, Patrina Sattiewhite, Yalarie Littlejohn. Tia Stewart, Keisha Jones. Fourth Row: Ericka Hornbeak, Alisha Renfroe, Stacia 
Hathorn , Leonard Smith . Sherrie Gray, Tracy Jones, Angela L. Ware, Kristy Peters, Jamie Cata, and William Harbert. 
Officers of the LU Scholars Club are pictured with President Holloway: Andre P Saulsberry, President; Tia Stewart. Parliamentarian; Oll·Lisa 
Brown, Chaplain; and Preston Solomon, 1st. Vice President. Not pictured are Katherine Gaines, 2nd . Vice President, Trischell Batson. Seuetar ·; 
Alicia Williams , Asst. Secretary; Elicia Richardson , Treasurer; and Terry Pierce, Reporter Advisors for the Scholars Club are Dr Joy Flasch, Dr. 




Seated . Percival F. Sealy, Advisor; LaStander Crockett , President; Angela Perman, Vice President; Valerie Littlejohn, Secretary. 
Standing: Howard Whitener III, Ruth Littlejohn , Dayna Wilson, Trinetta Smith, Robert Sumner. 
National Association Of Black 
Accountants 
First Row: Brent Craig (Vice President), Tracy Cudjo, Shemeya Fatls (Treasurer), and Rodney Harmen (President). Second Rowo 
Terrance Harmon (Assistant Treasurer), Camile Reed; Nicole Barnett (Parliamentarian); Dagvet Wilson; and Howard Whitener, Ill 
Third Row: James Wallace (Advisor), Tia Stewart, Richard Triplet , Mailaike Beaty, and Monica Beaty. 
LU Student Nurses' Association 
Front Row: Gina Burk, Lori Wheeler, President. Second Row: Nicola Carter, Treasurer; Grace Lockridge, Andrea Byrd, Shannon 
McDonald , Secretary. Third Row: Marty Rowe, Linda Muston, Tracey Moore, Christy Witham, Elaine Huggins. Fourth Row: David 
Smith , M1ke Kanu, Leslie Chatman . 
Phi Beta Lainbda Club 
Pictured Above : Jeffrey Liscum. Kenny Jackson, and Timothy Hatton, President The members of Phi Beta Lambda pictured above 




Leading cheers for the Lions' athletic teams are members of the varsity cheerleading squad which includes. first row, standing, Tamara Love, 
Edwina Counter, Beverly Davison, Nikole Barnet, Verbeana McDonald, Melanie Fisher and Kenneth Kelly; second row includes Alex Ktmble 
and Uliey Jones. Mounts are Latryce Fuller and Melanie Taylor and standing on top are Trischell Batson and Montque Morgan 
If Unique Is What You Seek 
Try Greek 
If you want to go beyond the daily social life of a college campus, have fun and learn what true brotherhood and 
sisterhood are all about, try the Greek life by joining a fraternity or sorority. There are eight different fraternities and 
sororities on the LU campus. Each one is different in its own right, yet they All HAVE THE SAME PURPOSE- striving 
for academic excellence, brotherly and sisterly love, and service to all mankind. 
Fraternities 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
Kappa Alpha Psi 
Phi Beta Sigma 
Omega Psi Phi 
Sororities 
Alpha Kappa Alpha 
Delta Sigma Theta 
Zeta Phi Beta 
Sigma Gamma Rho 
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ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA 
SORORITY, INC. 
Alpha Zeta Chapter 
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., was founded in 1908 at Howard Uni-
versity and has a total membership of over 125,000. The sorority's program 
includes support for education, health care, the arts and leadership training 
for youths. Through its commitment to social service, the organization op-
erates the Cleveland Job Corps Center and has programs to provide academic 
scholarships. The sorority has set up a political network to mobilize members 
on important issues and has worked with and made financial contributions to 
other organizations and causes working for the good of all mankind. 
First Row: Jamille Gaines, Grace Lockridge, Patnna Satttewhite, Chanda 
Pendarvis, Theresa jordan. Tamara Anderson, Shannon McDonald Second 
Row: Melanie Bratcher, Carmen Nash, LaStander Crockett, Kelli Crooms, 
Fayetta Caruthers, lkia Young. Th ird Row: Otilisa Brown, Debrena Mingo, 
Tara Appling, LaToya Button, Deidra Alvarez, Tara Walls, Crystal Parker, 
Sonya Hytche, Keisha Kuykendall. Fourth Row: Alicia Renfroe, Danielle 
Threatt, Kimyatta Booker, janet Johnson, Erika Foster, Tammy Walker, 
Melanie Fisher, Sherrie Colbert and Delon5 Hill. 
ALPHA PHI ALPHA FRATERNITY, 
INC. 
Beta Kappa Chapter 
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc. was founded in 1906 at Cornell University. It 
boasts a total membership of more than 95,000. The fraternity promotes com-
munity service, and since 1977 has been conducting a million-dollar fundraising 
drive to benefit the National Urban League, the NAACP and the United Negro 
College Fund. Additionally, the fraternity aids Black business development proj-
ects and sponsors scholarship programs. 
Seated : Legand Burge, Orlando Sheets and Roderick Gaines Standing; Mi- Saulsberry, Marvtn Sample, Arthur Cotman , Troy Beasley, Anthony Brown, 
chael Coleman , Co-Sponsor; Donald Broadnax, Terrance Harmon, Andre Aquil Saafar, Brian Prince, Percy Craig. and Mark Stevens . 
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DELTA SIGMA THETA 
SORORITY, INC. 
Beta Upsilon Chapter 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. was founded in 1913 at Howard University 
and its 100,000 members represent the largest membership of all the Black 
Greek letter organizations. It is a service-oriented sorority with programs 
directed at development in the areas of education, mental health, housing and 
economics. Additionally, the sorority provides scholarships and endowments 
for professorships at several Black colleges and universities. 
Front Row: Mechelle Petty, Tamala Vann, TeKisha Lewis. Trischell Batson , 
Tamara Love, Tonya Arnold, and Kim Weaver. Middle Row: Verbeana 
McDonald, Ayesha Kornegay, Carla Kinder, Teia Wright, Takeya Lewis, 
Romona Brisco, Donna Sanders. Top Row: Mtchelle Chester, Sherrie Gray, 
Nikole Barnett, Monique Bennett, Tracy Jones, Angela Ware and Rose Bai-
ley. 
KAPPA ALPHA PSI FRATERNITY, 
INC. 
Alpha Pi Chapter 
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. was founded in 1911 at Indiana University and 
has a total membership of more than 85,000. The organization conducts a number 
of services for students including a prep school tutorial program, career op-
portunities and job placement services. Emergency loan programs are on more than 
100 campuses. The fraternity also has been involved in social action and has 
contributed to the NAACP, United Negro College Fund and the Urban League. 
Front Row: Stephen Carter, Greg Arnold, Marcland Luster; Kevin Cox, State 
Representative, Bruce Pearson; Darrello Jefflow; Timothy Hatton . Pole-
march : Pascal Jones . Back Row: Eric Hughes, Christopher Dudley, Derrick 
Chatman , Lamar Bridges. 
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Beta Epsilon Chapter 
Phi Beta Sigma 
Langston's Jazz Combo was 
made up of Phi Beta Sigma Fra-
ternity members Greg 
Newhouse, Sidney Sessoms, 
Doug Palmer and Harold Cole 
who gave a performance for stu-
dents in front of Sanford Hall. 
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Fraternity, Inc. 
Row One: Robert Vick, Michael, Doug Palmer, Dale Lindsey, Freddie Prince, Gregory Newhouse and Christopher Cunningham Row Two: Vincent 
Coleman, Anthony Clark, Bennie Logan, Andre Newsome, Harold Cole, Norman Haynes and Jason Hendrix Row Three: Hams Collie, Chandler 
Harris, Ronald Polite, Juan Roberts, Sidney Sessoms (co-advisor) and Eddie Jones. 
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY, INC. 
Lambda Alpha Chapter 
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. was founded in 1920 at Howard University and 
has a total membership of more than 60,000. Since its inception, the sorority 
has been concerned with academic excellence and it currently provides a 
number of scholarships for students. In addition, the women of Zeta Phi Beta 
operate "Stork's Nest," a national program which offers pre-and post-natal 
care to young mothers in 60 centers. The sorority is also affiliated with the 
National Council of Negro Women, the Leadership Conference on Civil 
Rights and the NAACP. 
From Left to Right : Helen Bolton, Co-Sponsor, Armetha Robmson: Roma Snowball . Carol Jackson Cora Jones , and Linda Simpson, Co-Sponsor. 
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OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY, INC. 
Psi Phi Chapter 
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc. was founded in 1911 at Howard University in 
Washington, D.C., and has a total membership of 80,000. Since it was founded, the 
men of Omega Psi Phi have undertaken a number of civic-oriented projects including 
lending financial assistance to the NAACP, providing scholarships to the United 
Negro College Fund, providing housing for senior citizens, conducting voter reg-
istration drives throughout the country, making research grants available to both 
members and nonmembers, and sponsoring students of sociology through the George 
Mears Fund. 
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18 Panhadle State 
13 East Central 
06 Southeastern 
18 Southwestern 
07 N .M. I-Iighlands 
40 Lane College 
50 Knoxville College 













Greg johnson, Head Coach 
Greg Johnson finished his first season as the Lions' 
head coach with a 2-8 record after serving five years as 
the Lions secondary coach and co-defensive coordina-
tor During that five year period, Johnson helped 
gUide the Lions defense to three top 10 National fin-
ishes in the Team Total Defense category (6th in 1986 
and 2nd in 1989 & 1990). 
The Watonga native received his bachelor of science 
degree in educat10n from Northwestern Oklahoma 
State University in Alva in 1983. While at Northwes-
tern, he was named All Conference at defensive back 
for three years and NAIA District 9 All-Conference 
defensive back for three years and NAIA District 9 
All-District Team two years. He was also All-Confer-
ence and All-District in track in 1982. 
----------------------------------------------------------- Johnson did post-graduate work at Panhandle State 
University m Goodwell and completed his master's 
work at Tennessee Tech University in 1986 obtaining 
a Master's of Physical Education degree. 
190 
Rory Barnett 
Record 2-8 272 
While at Tennessee Tech, he served as graduate as-
sistant football coach responsible for coaching tight 
ends, wide receivers and defensive backs He also 
served as a physical education instructor 
Student Assistant Coaches 
Vincent Coleman Sanford Finklea Steve Smtth Marty Stewart jackie Shipp 
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During a football game there is almost as much action on the sidelines as there 
is on the field. Right-Drum major Twan Jones and members of the drum section 
pump it up for the Lions when they visited New Mexico Highlands University. 
Below Top Left-Athletic trainer Andrew Heuser wraps the wrist of Anthony 
Ingram so that he can get back to the action. Below Left Bottom-Or. Francis 
Cooke, team physician, and State Representative Kevin Cox, view the game from 
their vantage pomt on the sideline Below Top Right-Defensive end Joe Bitsko 
moves in on Southeastern's quarterback to stop a drive so that he can get back to 
the sideline while the offense works. Below Bottom Right-Members of the defen-
sive team get a breather on the sideline before they return to the hitting part of the 
contest. 
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left-Senior members of the team join for their 
prayer before each game. left Middle-Fresh-
man running back Deryl Cosby breaks through 
the New Mexico Highland's defensive line for a 
short gainer. left Bottom-Junior Jimmy Barnett 
goes up over everybody for a touchdown as 
quarterback Tim Bushner signals the score. 
Above Top-Whan Clark. joe B1tsko and Ke1th Henry get into the 
ortheaqern Redmen 's backfield and stop the play for no gam 
Above Bottom-Quarterback Tim Bu'>hner gets away from a Knox-




Head Coach and Director 


























Above-At the Bartle>ville Wesleyan tournament, Tammy Bagby 
ftghts for a rebound with Panhandle State 's Pam Weiler! 
1991-92 Lady Lions Results 
Team LU Opp Team LU Opp 
at Okla. City Univ. 93- 37 Southern azarene 48- 83 
at Fnends Univ 65- 83 at Southwestern 56- 66 
Okla Baptist Univ. 70- 62 at Northeastern 75- 72 
USAO 74- 83 Southeastern 62- 61 
At Cameron 52- 57 Northwestern 77- 72 
Cameron 81- 55 East Central 66- 57 
at Bartlesville 70- 53 at orthwestern 46- 78 
Panhandle at B'ville 71- 93 Southwestern 51- 71 
at Southern Nazarene 74- 82 Northeastern 72- 77 
Kansas ewman 
at Southeastern 
105- 87 at Kansas Newman 81- 88 
62- 76 at East Central 81- 96 
Top Left-Semor members of the Lady Lions 
Darlene Hoskins, Kim Weaver and Deloris 
Hill receive awards and congratulations 
before the final home game of the season. 
Left-Tiawana Ray blocks a Southern 
azarene player s drive to the basket. Below 
Left-Assistant Coach Mary Cary presents 
letter certificates to, left to right, Ta-Tanisha 
Htves, Sheila jones, Malaika Warren and 
Chelsa Labbe 
Left-Quintilla Mobley goes for a rebound in the Lions heartbreak-
ing loss to the Lady Reds of Northeastern State University. Below 
Top Left-Donna Rogers snatches a rebound in the Lady Lions con-
test against the Lady Tigers of East Central University Below Top 
Right-Donna Rogers blocks the outlet pass by USAO's Jan Chas-
tain. Below Bottom Left-Darlene Hoskins blocks the path to the 
basket of a Northwestern guard. Below Bottom Right-Tonya Dove 
drives toward the basket for a scoop layup in the game against 
Northeastern. 









Okla. Bapt. at SNU 








at ' orthwestern 
Southwestern 
Western M at Biola 
Wayland Bapt. at Biola 
at Biola, Calif 
at East Central 

























Top Left-Eddie Jones is bodies out of position as he goes up for a rebound in the game against the 
USAO Drovers. Left Middle- Freshman Curtis Hagans gets the fast break started in the conte t 
against Jarvis Christian College. Left Bottom-Chns Vance gets free on the baseline to score a layup 
against Southern azarene. Right Bottom-Keith Scott and Dexter Peacock apply full court pressure 
to trap a orthwestern player 
Men's Basketball 1991-92 
Head Coach Weldon Drew Greg Webb, Assistant Coach 
Left- During the Lions· game at Tahlequah , Norman Haynes, Chris Vance and Jimmie 





























Top Left-Semor Anthony Robinson goes up for two points over a 
Southeastern player's outstretch arm. Bottom Left-Norman 
Haynes and Charles Tucker dance with wolves during the Lions ' 
pre-season game with Ft. Sill. Below Top-Antoine Sherfield get 
dumped during the Lions game against Oklahoma Christian. 
Below Bottom-Chris Vance goes head first into the action for a 
loose ball in the game against East Central. 
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Top Right-Long jumper Steve Montgomery strains to 
get every inch of his effort at the district meet at 
Oklahoma Baptist University. Below Left-Pascal Jones 
hands off to Joe Brown dunng the 4 X 100 race at the 
NAIA District 9 meet at OBU. Below R1ght-Vince 
Walter makes the exchange with Pascal Jones during 
the 4 X 400 race at the Ray Vaughn Invitational Meet at 
Oklahoma Christian. 
Top Left-Mark Pollard battles to finish in the standings at the John Jacobs 
• invitational meet at Oklahoma University. Left Middle-Carmen Smith gives a 
good effort in the shot put at the NAIA District 9 meet. Bottom Left-Demetrick 
Natt gets the handoff in the middle of the crowd form Mark Pollard in the 4 X 400 
race at Oklahoma Christian's invitational meet. Below Top Right-Members of the 
track team wait for their events at the Pittsburg State Kansas Invitational. Below 
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Again this year, a special " thanks" to Andrea Holman, 1990 graduate, for her help 
and encouragement. 
Since the cover depicts a "new" entrance to the campus, a statement should be made concerning the "original" 
entrance. 
The picture above represents the original entrance. The Historic Preservation Review Committee of the Oklahoma 
Historical Society declared the "Colored Agricultural and Norman (C.A. & N.) University entrance pillars at Langston 
University eligible for inclusion in the Oklahoma Landmarks inventory. 
The campaign to get the historic pillars at Langston University included in the inventory was spearheaded by James 
Franklin on behalf of the Rising Star Lodge #22, Prince Hall Grand Lodge Free and Accepted Masons of Langston, 
Oklahoma. 
The gateway pillars of the C.A. & N. University, located on State Highway 33 between the east and west entrances to 
the campus, were erected in 1932. One pillar was contributed by the 1932 spring graduating class, and the other by the 
1932 summer class. 




